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CHAPTER I.
PLAY BALLI

DIME

N'Cffa-SOSE FROK TJIB AUDIENCE.
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CHARLES BRAGIN
l525 W. 12th St
BroCl'klyn 4, N. Y.

TID8 UNICiOWN Plll'CHEB IS .A. TERRO!il

A BASE-BALL field-day in New York.
The Polo Grounds crowded with spectatol'!t.
The grand stand a mass of faces and fluttering
colors. Ribbon•, •owers, feathers and all the
paraphernalia of feminine attire showing brightly in the clear sunlight, inteN<parsed with the
more sedate hues of men's i;;arment.8. Handkerchiefs used liberally for w1pin& hot faces, ant

Double-Curve Dan.
fans waving incessantly to assist the gentle summer breeze.
In the cheaper seats, where there is no protection from the sun, men and boys are packed
closely, and are slowly cooking in the rays of
Old Sol.
It is a pretty bot day for base-ball; but no one
seems to think about the state of the weather.
There is something else to interest them.
It is four o'clock in the afternoon, and time
for the gflme to commence, but there is a delay.
The borne club, the New Yorks, have no
pitcher.
>nlfred Noel, the regular pitcher, has quarreled with ' the captaiu and has positively refused to play in to-day's game.
He is a man of strong passions, saturnine,
gloomy and, in spite of his undoubted skill as a
pitchsr, unpopular with the other members of
the club. He bas suddenly taken it into his bead
that be does not want to play, and after a stormy
ecene with the captain, bas ·taken a seat in the
grand stand, where he can see what transpires
in the field, without being easily seen himself.
W'hat is to be done?
"Put on another pitcher!" bowled the spectators. "Throw Noel in the river!"
The surly Wilfred scowls from his retired position in the grand stand.
The match is one of the most important in the
season's series. The Boston .slayers are the opponents, and the New Yorks must play their
very strongest if they hope to beat the fawous
men from the Hub to-day.
The captain of the New Yorks looks helplessly
around him. He bas only one other pitcher on
the ground, and bis arm is in a precarious state,
so bis physician says. He could not deliver half
a dozen balls without breaking down.
"It is no use, boys; we must either let Jack
Swift pitch, and take chances on his arm, or we
must forfeit the game," the captain informs bis
men, as they gather around him in a corner of
the field.
The Bostonians are standing in a group at a
little di>tance, waitiug for the New Yorks to
make some move.
With true American generosity they share in
the annoya'n<'e and disappointment of tbeir ad•ersaries, and would, if they could, help them
out.
This, however, seems to be impossible, and
they can only wait for sorue decision to be given
by the umpire.
That important personage, a very tall individual, with broad shoulders and a determin"d
Yisage, who bas himself been a noted pitcher in
hii tlay, stPps i.-:> to the captain and tells him
that be must ma'ke up his mind right away, because the game will be called. If the New York~
are not prepared, they must pay the usual forfeit; the audience will be dismissed, and their
money returned to them.
The vast assemblage, which bas quieted down
during the short conference· between the umpire and captain, breaks out int<' fresh yells of
impatience.
The situation is a desperate ooe.
A base-ball audience will not stand much
trilling, or toler$ indecision.
Jack Swiftj the "change pitcher," feels his
arm with bis eft hand, and looks dubious. If
his captain orders him to the front be will do
his best, but he feels that it means certain defeat for bis club.
"Jack, (.OU must do it," finally de<'ides the
captain. ' It is the only thing we can do. Our
other pitchers, Will Knox and Al Cratty, are
both down-town somewhere, and it would be
im~ssible to find them now."
' All right, Cap; just as you say," is Jack
Swift's brttve reply. "Let us get -into the
field."
The crowd cheers as the "boys" get to their
places around the diamond.
It is Boston's first ' innings, and one of the
Hub's most powerful batters goes to the bat.
'.l'be New Yorks take the field and cover the
bases, as Jack Swift slowly leaves the players'
bench and walks hesitatingly forward. Then
be stops, and grasps his arm with a slight exclamation.
"What is the matter, Jack?" asks the captain, quickly . . He has seen the movement, and
knows that it bodes evil
" Cap, I'm afraid I cannot go in. I'm certain
when I do that curve of mine my arm will give
right out, and the only delivery I have is that
cunP, and it is no use my trying to pitch any
other way."
And still Noel stands in bis corner iu the
grand• stand grinning saFdonically. He had
meant to stop the game if he ·could, and be sees

that be will be successful. What bis reason was
for causing trouble we shall soon di!!Cover.
"Mr. Keane," says the captam to the umpire, " we cannot play. I would rather not attempt it than go in for certain defeat. The
New Yorks have done well so far this season,
and I know that Wb could wm to ·day if we bad
Noel to pitch. Without him we should be lost."
"Couldn't you make him play?" inquires tbe
umpire, clinching bis fist. '' 1 think I could
induce him to do it."
"You don't know him, or you wouldn't say
tba.;. He is the worst man to handle I Pver
saw. If it were not that be is one of the best
pitchers in the country he would not have stayed
in the club as long as he bas."
" He would soon go out of it, if I was manager, or captain, either," muttered the umpire,
grimly, "no matter bow well be plays. Well,
it is no uoe biking any more. I'll announce to
the crowd tbat there will be no game, and that
their money will be refunded as they pass out."
The players in the field are throwing the ball
from one to the other waiting for the pitcher,
and are unaware of the new turn of affairs.
The umpire walks a little toward the grand
stand, and in stentorian tones commences:
" Ladies and gentlemen, I regret to say that
there w;Jl be no gamo to-day. Owing to the
sudden illness of Wilfred Noel, the regular
pitcher of the New York Club, it is impossible
to proceed-"
Tbe umpire's voice is drowned by the yellsand execrations of the men and boys m the lowpriced seats.
It would go bard with Noel were be to show
himself now. He knows that, for he draws a
little more behind the post that conceals him,
though he never abates bis ugly smile.
"Ladies and gentlemen, I assure you-" resumes the umpire.
"Play ball!" "Where is NoeH" "Pitch
yourself!" "Bring on Jack Swift!" bowls the
mob.
" Gentlemen!" cries the umpire, at the top of
bis voice.
The crowd,.disappointed in their hopes of witnessing a splendid game, ure fairly wild. Tbe
umpire sees an ominous swaying in the vast
concourse, and knows that, in another minute,
there will be three thousand men and boys
swarming over the field, ready f;o deal destruction to everybody and everything connected
with the two base-ball clubs. ·
The noise is terrific! Ladies are fainting in
the grand stand, while their escorts, maddened
with excitement, stop their ·own yelling with an
effort, and do what they can to assist their companions.
Suddenly a clear, youthful voice rings out
above the din:
" I will pitch the game!"
There is a cessation of the noise as every one
turns to look at the speaker.
A young fellow of twenty or thereabouts is
making his way ragidly down over the seats in
the grand stand. He clears the board fence
that protects the spectators from stray balls,
and drops easily to the ground in the inclosure.
"I'll pitch the game!" he repeats, as he strolls
carelossly, but with every movement denoting
strength and activity, toward the umpire.
The crowd bas settled back into the seats, and
takes a good look at the young man. They see
a lithe, stalwart form, a boyish face, clear
blue eyes, and a wealth of auburn curls rlustering around a well-shaped head. The bead is unco.v ered, for the owner holds his soft felt bat in
bis hand, as be turns toward the grand stand
and bows laughiugly.
"Can you pitch this game so tha.t the New
Yorks stand a chance of winning?" asks the captain, somewhat dubiously.
"I can."
The answer is given confidently, but without
any tinge of egotism. It is the simple declarati(ln of one "'ho knows what he can do, a.nd is
not to be deterred from telling of it by a false
sense of modesty.
••What is your namer' inquires the umpire.
"They call me, in the village I come from,
Double·Curve Dan, but-"
" That is enough!" int<>rposes the captain,
quickly. "Let it go at that. I don't W!J.nt to
know your other name, if you have one, or anything about you. Go in and pitch this game.
I feel, somehow, that we will win, and that
Double·Cnrve Dan is the best name for me to
call you by. I don't know why, but I know
that the name will bring good luck to the New
Yorks to-day.''
"A little superstitious, ehl'' observes the umpire, with a smile.

"Perhaps!" is the captain's quiet reply.
"Everybody iri the field!" proclaims the umpire.
Double-Curve Dan throws oil' bis coat and
vest, and appears in a neat white flannel sbirt,
laced with a blue cord anrl iassels. A white
silk handkerchief is knotted loosely around Lis
throat.
He strolls easily toward the diamond and iE
introduced by the captain to tbe catcher, Lionel
Lacev.
•· [ d.ou't think you will be very long getting
onto my delivery," says Dan. "It is not ver;·
fast, and I belleve I am easy to catch. But I
sbull fool the batter, so look sharp when I get in
my work."
"I'll do that," is Lionel's reply, as be grasps
the band of the-other heartily, for he bad taken
a strong fancy to th& handsome young stranger.
Perhaps because Lionel Lacey i£. young and
handsome himself, and "like begets like."
Dan takes bis position in the pitcher's box,
and lool s steadily at each of tbe players in
turn. He wants to see what material be bas to
support him.
The inspection is appar~ntly satisfactory, for
there is a smile curviug bts lip, as be settles
himself in bis favorite position for delivering
the hall.
" Play ball!" cries the umpire.
Every member of the vast audience settles
himself in bis seat to enjoy the game-all, save
one.
Wilfred Noel, standing behind bis post, bas
his eyes fixed in a stare of malevolent hate upon
the face of the young pit<'her, and the stare
means mischief.
"Play ball!" .
Double-Curve Dan does not see Noel. His
eyes are upon the batter, who stands impatiently awaiting the first ball from tbe new
pitcher.
For a few seconds Dan stands rigid, with the
ball tightly gripped in bis fingers. Then, with
a peculiar round-arm movement, he lets it go.
It flies straight as an arrow for about half the
distance; then it takes a sudden twist to the
right, and again another to the Jett!
The batter tries to meet it, but it zigzags
past him, and drops into the bands of Lionel
Lacey.
·
" One strike I" cries the umpire.
Another double· curve ball is delivered by the
young pitcher, and then the spectators and
players begin to understand bow be acquired his
sobriquet.
A minute more and the big batter of the Bostons is " out on strikes."
A roar arises from the audience. The unknown pitcher is a terror I
The game goes on. It is impossible tor the
Bostons to bit Dan's balls. and victory points in
the direction of the New Yorks.
Not by auy great odds, however, for the Bostons are playing a splendid game; and now, in
the ninth innings, the scorE> stands 2 to 0 against
them, with the Bostons !!'Oing to the bat.
Tbe sun is not so powerful as it was at the
beginning of the game, for a bevk of lleecy
clouds bas blown across the sky,_tempering the
sun's rays and rendering the atmosphere delightful
Noel, standing bw~d his post in the grand
stand, has seen the triumph of Double-Curve
Dan with a feeling of rage which he cannot r-:;press.
" Curse him I" he mutters. " This Is not the
first time he has crossed my path. I will fix
him yet."
,
He sees tbat the zigzag balls are still bothering the opposing club, and that the New Yorks
have an easy victory in store, due solely to the
skill of the pitcher.
" If they could only get to bit one or two of
those balls, the tale might be different," be continues, as be sees that the Bostons' very best
batter is facing the pitcher, waitin11: cautiously
for a ball that be may have rnme chance of
hitting.
One of those tantalizing twisted deliveries
is sent in, and tbe batter is wise enough to decline it. He is not going out " on strikes" this
time if be can help it.
Double-Curve Dan is as fresh and lively es at
the beginning of the game. He wears bis soft
hat rakishly at the back of his bead, aud bis
auburn curls glint in the fitful sunhgbt.
Noel is obliized to acknowledge that the new
pitcher is a handsome young fellow es well as a
skillful player.
There is some one else too, in the grnnd stand,
who realizes these facts, and whose evident admiration for the young stranger makes N<JP'
grit bis teeth as he observes it.

Double-Curve Dan.
This some one else is a fair young girl, who in
"Sit still, Ada!" said her brother. "They
daiutest of summer costumes, looks inexpressibly wou't hurt you, and I'm suredou don't care for
cool and bewitching as she intently watches that skunk. Let him go, an I only hope they
every movement of the pitcher.
will catch bim and give him what be deserves."
"Yes, I know he bas done a mean thing,
Noel directs bis attention between her and the
game; but she, after Lestowmg upon him the but-"
coolest of nods at the beginning of the playing,
"But-nothing, Ada. You are too softthus sbowmg that she knows him, has not hPArted."
The young fellow was thoroughly disgusted
noticed bim since. He is evidently not one of
her favorites.
with Noel. He could not see any good in a man
By her side sits a merry-faced lad of about wbo would delibPrately betray bis own ball team.
seventeen. He is enougb like her to b3 easily
The crowd saw tltat their prey bad escaped
recognized as her brother, even if her careless them, and they gradually settled back into their
reliance upon him for explanatiions of knotty places to see the end of the game.
p oints in the game did not imiicate their relationDouble-Curv6 Dan did his best, but tbe odds
;;hip.
were too great now, )n the uinth inning, and
"Tbey must not win that game! They shall the score at tbe conclusion of the ~ame stood 4
not, if I can help it!" hisses Noel under bis to 2 for the Bostons.
The spectators poured out of the big exit
breath. "That fellow is not going to get ahead
of me always. I don't like the way he looked gates, talking about the game and discussing
up at-at-Ada just now, either."
difl'erent points of play made during the afterA great roar arises from the multitude around noon.
him.
Tbe young pitcher walked wearily acro•s the
The big batter of the Bostons bas at last diamond and threw himself upon the players'
managed to )lit Double-Curve Dan. He bas sent bench.
the ball flying into right field, and owing to a
"Well, Dan, they managed to knock us out,
fumble by a New York player, has made a eb1"
home run.
The speaker was Lioael Lacey. He patted
Two more Boston men fail to hit the ball, but Double-Curve Dan on the shoulder as he spoke.
·get on bases.
" Yes, I am sorry, too," returned Dan. " I
The gloomy young man behind the post in the believe we could have won but for-"
grand stand grinds bis teeth.
"But for that dirty trick 9f Wilfred Noel's.
Another batter goes in for the Boston's, and Yes, we could," joined in the captain of the
Double Cm·ve Dan prepares with more care than New Yorks, as be walked up to the two.
"I suppose he will be bounced now, sure,
usual to put in one of his most diffkult balls.
The batter is one of tbe quickest men in the Cap?'' asked Lacey.
Boston team. and bas all along come nearer to
"No."
.hitting Double-Curve's delivery tban any one
"No? Why not?''
"Well," hesitatingly, "be is a good pitcher,
else.
Now that the pitcher is a little nervous by the for one thing."
unexpected success of the big batter, the Bostons
"What is the good or that, when you can't
:. r ~ more hopeful than ever.
J depend upon him1 Besides he isn't as good asD:m P'Jises the ball, nnd with a lightning as-"
;,,wement sends it zigzagging toward the home
Double-Curve Dan looked up quickly. ·
i· bte, just as a bright ray of sunlight strikes
"My name is Daniel Manly, tbou!!;h. as I
Li m full in the eyes, and makes his delivery un- told you, I have been called Double-Curve Dan
ce rtain.
up in Albany."
But f'.>r that ray of light the ball could never
"Daniel Manly! A good name for you, too,
~ ave been touched by the batter. It was just if I am any judge," declared Liont!l, heartily.
enough to spoil the throw, and, with a thud,
"Thanks!"
the bat strikes 1Jbe ball and sends it again flying
"No, we cannot afford to r elease Wilfred
into right field, over the head of the fielder who Noel, though I suppose we shall h11ve to fine
him," said the captain, reverting to the original
fumbled the previous ball.
A home nm!
subject of conversation.
" I should think be would be ashamed to sho'v
Round the bases flies the batman. There
his face among the boys again," cried Lionel.
were two men on bases, and both are in!
Quick with that ball!
"I would go and bury myself in a mud-bank if
The right-fielder does not fumble this time, I had done such a sneaking trick as that."
but sends the ball plump into the hands of the
"Oh, you would, eh1"
pitcher.
A soft, persuasive voice sounded in Lionel's
The batsman is rushing from third base, and very ear, and turning quiclily, he looked into
.Dan summons his strength to send the ball to the dark, cruel eyes of Wilfred Noel.
·
home·plate, and thus put him out.
"You think it was a sneaking trick, eh1
Just at the critical moment, as the ball leaves Mind I don't do some other trick that will be
his band, that flash of sunlight again blinds him, rather painful to you. I don't allow boys to
an.i the ball goes wide of the mark, allowing criticise my actions."
the Bostonian to make his run.
The sneering smile habitual to him playro
"\V:bat i~ t~e matter with you?" demands the across Noel's features, showing bis white teeth
captam, angrily.
like the snarl of a beast of prey.
Dduble-Curve Dan points to the grand stand,
Lionel Lacey was about to make a sharp rewbere, half-concealed by a post, is Wilfred ply, which would undoubtedly have led to a
Noel, with a piece of looking-glass in his band I violent scene then and there, but a look from
" That is what is the matter with me,'' says Dan Manly restrained biru.
Somehow this
Dau, qmetly.
handsome young stranger could throw a great
Even a~ he speaks, the vast multitude in the deal of expression into bis soft blue eyes--excheaper seats see through tbe treacherous trick 1 pression that conveyed command as surely as
of Noel, and, with a wild roar, rush toward ~poken words.
,
him, as if they would rend him limb from limb.
"Haven't I met you before~' demanded Noel,
abruptly of Dan.
CHAPTER II.
The latter looked coldly at his questioner.
THE MURDER.
"Po;;sibly."
IT was a dangerous moment for the dastard,
" I thought so. Where was it-in Albany?"
Noel.
"In Albany."
.
Nat a vestige of mercy could be traced in the
" Well, you played a pretty good game tofaces of any of tbo maddened creatures that day.. Allow me to congratulate.you."
were rushing toward tbe grand stand.
Wilfred Noel put out bis band, but Dan
Tbe treacherous act that had lost the game ignored it, and, with the single word," Thanks I"
f,,r the home team, in spite of the wonderful turned bis back on the other.
'kill of the stranll'.O pitcher, must be punished,
"Curse you! I will be even with yon yet,''
surely and promptly.
muttered Noel, walking away. "You cannot
The young man wl1J was the object of their always be on top, surely. I blocked rour game
wrath gaz1:d at tbe crowd for a moment with a to-day. That is a comfort, anyhow.'
contemptuous sneer, anrl then, as the foremost
What was the reason that the dark-visaged
nf them scram hied c1ver the fence into the youne; man was such a bitter enemy of Doublegrand staurl, ho turned, and, with a mocking Curve Dan?
wavo of Ids band, disappeared.
Was it only because the stranger bad come
With a howl, they were after him; but, too here and shown a skill in the pitcher's box that
late. A small stairway, not generally open to put Noel in the shade, or was there another and
the puLlic, bad enabled him to elude his pursu- greater reason 1
ers. for a ti me at least.
We shall see.
The young girl to whom be bad referred as
Richard, or Dick Worth, captain of the New
Ada, turnetl a terrified glance in his direction 1 Yorks, saw the little epesode between the two
and half-arose from her seat, as he vanlsboo pitchers and sllook his head gravely. He· knew
down the stairway.
the vengeful nature of Wilfred Noel.

3
" You want to look out for that man, Du,"
he said. " He's dangerous."
"So am I, when it is worth while,'' was the
careless response.
"Bully for you, old man! I like that talk,"
joined in Lionel Lacey.
But, Double-Curve Dan did not hear him.
His gaze was fixed on an object that was evidently more interesting than anything else.
Lacey followed the direction of Dan's eyes,
and was at once almost as much interrested as
the new pitcher.
" Whew I Ain't she a corke1 ?'' he mntterlrl
under bis breath. " Coming right over here,
too." ·

Coming across the ball-ground was a young
girl, Ada Hetherington-she upon whom Wilfred's gaze bad been fixed as be stood behind the
post in the grand stand,. Her fair cheek was
flushed with excitement as she walked quickly
toward the group consisting of Double-Curve
Dan, Lionel Lacey and Dick W&rtb, the captain.
Half-way across the ground from the grand
stand she passed Wilfred Noel, but she acknowledged bis bow with only the slightest nod
of her pretty head, bredless of the fact that be
was muttering curses upon everybody and
ever thing as he saw himself treated with
silent disdain.
'
"Mr. Manly, 1 felt that I must come and
speak to you," she burst out, as she held out her
band.
Double-Curve Dan took it respectfully and
bowed.
" Yau played such a splendid game," she continued, '.'and made sure we should win. I
knew it was not your fault that the nasty Boston club beat us."
Miss Ada was very loyal to the home team ,
and could not say anything too cruel of its opponents.
" The Bostons played a good game, Miss
Hetherington,'' said the young pitcher. gravely,
"and fully deserv~d their victory. I am not
disposed to consider tbem 'nasty' because I
played on the losing side."
"No, no, of course not," she returned, hastily.
"I did not mean that. But I do wish that we
had won."
"Better luck next time!" put in Lacey, unable
to contain himself longer.
Dan Manly intro<luced tbe young fellow and
Dick W ortb to the girl, as a concession to the
rules of common politene~s, though be felt that
perhaps be was somewhat overstepping the
lt>ouuds of social requirements in doing so.
"Mr. Manly, my father would be pleased to
see _you, I know. Could you not call at the
house this evening?"
Double-Curve D~n's face flushed with pleasure, and Lacey looked as if be would have given
a great deal to be included in the inviiation.
"1-1 shall be only too happy te come,'' be
answered.
" Then here is our addreH. I kaow papa
wants to see you, for be was talking about you
only this morning. Though, of course, be did
not know yon were in New York."
"Ada I" rung out her brother's voice, and that
young gentleman, somewhat disturbed over losing bis sister, hove in sight across the ballground.
"I am coming, Bob!" cried his sister, and
with a graceful bow to the three young men, she
walked away and disappeared with Bob through
the exit gateway.
Something caused Double-Curve Dan to hasten aft.ir her, and she was still just outside the
gate when be caught her.
He had hardly time to note that Wilfred Noel
was blocking her path, and that the girl was
trying in vam to pass, when the former turned
savagely on him and demanded:
" What are you following this young lady
for1"
''What are you interfering with her for?" was
Dan Manly's quick retort.
" I am not answerable to 11ou J"
"No. but you are to me," . put in Bob, as he
gave Noel an angry push.
In a second, nil the fierce passions of the darkbrowed young man were aflame, and be sprung
uJ>()n the boy with murder in his heart.
His band was upraised, and Dan Manly saw
that a knife glittered in the sunlight.
"None of tbatl" cried Dan. "What are you
doing1"
He grasped Noel's wrist, and for a moment
the two struggled desperately.
Both were about equal in strength, but Wilfred bad the advantage of being fresh, while
Do.n felt the fatigue induced by his exertions in
the game.
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Each h!ld the other by the throat with one
baud. Ir tis right Noel held a cruel dirlc knife,
while Dar grasped the wrist to prevent the weapor. beicir used.
Ada Hetherington covered her eyes with her
bands to shut out tl.ie deadly struggle. She
knew tbe murderC'us nature of Wilfred Noel,
and shi> feared for thP life of the young fellow
with the blue eyes which had looked iuto"hers
with an expression that no mAiden could mistake. Dan Manly loved her and she knew it.
"Let go of my wrist_and 1'11 send-you tc perdition," hissed Noel, scarcely knowing what be
said in bis auger-insanity.
"Not much!" was Double-Curve Dan's reply,
hraathless as ho felr, that his strength was giving
C1ut. The ball game had been a tremendous
strain npor. bi:n-e,·en more than he knew.
Bot. Hetherington was dancing around the
combatants, anxious·tc help Dan m some way,
but unable to do so, so quick were their movements.
At last, with a mighty effort, Noel released
bis knife-band from the young pitcher's grasp.
For an instant1 the knife flashed in the air.
Ada screameo, and Bob_ rUBbing forward
threw himself between the struggling men.
Fatal movement!
The lad receivlld the blow a°' the tragedy was
complet.ed.
For a second all stood spell-!x>und. Then
~oel bounded away, and dashing around the
corner was gone.
The escape of the murderer aroused Dan to
action. He sped after the fugitive but Eoon returned. Noel had but escaped for the timebeing. He would soon enough be in the law's
grasp.
As the physician who chanced to be present in
the tlmmg announced that the bright young lad
was indeed dead, Ada Hetherington arose from
the body, where she hnd thrown herself in the
first transports of her grief, and raising her
hand said, with almost awful solemnity;
"Heaven bear me! I will devote my life to
bunting down my brother's murderer!"
'J1he gathered crowd stood back in silent re'J)OOt tor her grief, and to her fervent oath,
many responded a heartfelt "amen I"
Double-Curve D1t1, who had come back unobserved by her, took her band in hiR, and added earnastly;
"And Dan Manly will belr you to the end."
She pressed bis hand gently, and DoubleCurve Dan felt that be had entered her service
for life or death.
CHAPTER III.
THE GUEST OF CHROMO CASTLE,

DOWN on the docks along the East River
there was a quee1 retreat.
It was a large room under the wharf whereon
big bales of cotton, hogsheads and miscellaneous
freight pertaining to the business of a wholesale
dealer m southern productions were constantly
stored.
The room was not the sort of place into which
a stranger would come to venture even if he
could find bis way to it, Built on scantlings
nailed across the piles that supported the wharf,
it waved backward and forward as the tide
surged against the heavy timbers, and gave
its occupants the sensation of being on shipboard,
What light it got in the daytime was derived
from a small window facing the river, that was
always carefully shuttered both inside and outside before a lamp was lighted within.
But few persons were in the secret of the
room's existence, and they were sworn not to
reveal it to any one else.
There were several means of reaching this
place, all of them being carefully veiled. anrl
so arranged that no one suspected their i·eal
cbaract.cr.
The door of the room was on the side away
from the river, so that when it was opened people passing along in boats would not get even a
glimpse of the apartment.
It was night; the room was carllfully secured,
both window and door being fastened, and not
a sound could be heard Sil Ve the wbistliug of the
wind among the pile~ and the angry lapping of
the waves against the rotting timbers.
The old 1hantf rocked more than usual, for
it was a wild mgbt, though in the middle of
summer.
'
A hrazier, with a coke fire In lt, stood in the
cento" of the room, the gas escaping by a pipe
tbMugh the wall
Hanging over the fire, though the atmosphere
of the place was alieolutely lltitling, wa1 an old
woman.
Net old In years, for probably her age was

not more than half-way between tbirty and
forty, but" constant struggle wi•h poverty and
an acquaintance with the shady ~ide of life from
her cradle upw'lrd, bad hardened and wrinkled
her features and put gray hairs into her head
long before the proper time.
Sile held ber long, thin fingers over the brazier, and slowly rubbed her bands together, as
she muttered:
"How the old place shakes! Shouldn't be
surprised if it was to break down completely
and tumble into the river. Well, and a good
job if l went with it! That would be an end of
all my troubles at one plunge."
She rocked herself to and fro on the low
stool upon which she sat, and continued her
soliloquy:
"Wonder where the boys are1 It is terribly
lonesome here to-night!"
A blinding flash of lightnin~-&, powerful
that it penetrated even into the , 111terior of the
shanty, seeming to come through the solid walls,
for its occupant would have declared there were
no chinks-startled the woman,
Almost simultaneously the thunder rattled
among the piles with a tearing sound, as if uprooting the very bed of the river, then settling
down into a sullen roar and finally dying grumblingly away.
"My! What a night! Mag Mullins, you
would bt. in pretty shape if this old place was
tc bE. struck by lightning! 1 wouldn't so much
mind being drowned, but I never fancied lightning--0r thunder!"
Another flash and another, with an accompaniment of thunder grand enough to awe people sitting in solid brick houses, with plenty of
friends near by to help them keep up their
courage. To this lonely woman, cowering in a
crazy shanty, it was like the crack of doom.
Now the rain. that had apparently been waitiag until its electrical advance guard had time
enough to announce its coming, came down in a
solid sheet. It pattered on the wharf over the
shanty for a few seconds, and then came through
the numberless holes in the boards in stre9.ms
that seemed as if they would wash the shanty
intri the river.
"Ahl You may rain!" muttered Mag, apostrophizing the elements. " I ain't afraid of
rain. The roof of the old house is solid enough,
and the water<llln't get through. But the lightning- Ah I Who's that1"
The old woman, who bad been croonin~ over
the fire, bad jumped up and was standing m the
corner furthe.•t removed from the door, with a
heavy iron bar in her band.
Her quick ear had detected a sound that was
not caused by the wind or rain.
A knock at the door!
She poised the iron bar in her band ready to
brain any Intruder and bit her tongue in anger
with herself that she had been surprised into
speaking in answer to the knock.
Another knock-feeble and hesitating but still
unmistakable.
She stood still, hardly breathing, though the
storm was at its hight and she might have
made a great deal of ncioe without any one outside being the wiser.
Still another knock, and then a >oice-a man's
voice, strange to her;
"Open the door, in mercy's name!"
She did not answer, only gripped her heavy
iron bar the tighter.
"Will you open this door1 I must get in. If
you don't open I'll batter it down I"
A sneer curled the lip of Mag Mullins as she
listened to this threat. She knew that it would
take more strength than that possessed by one
man, unless be were provided with a sledgehammer and a crowbar. This stranger, whose
voice indicated anything but excessive vigor,
was not much to be feared.
"You just stand out. there and k::ock, and I'll
take a look at you in the mean time," mutUSred
the hag, as she walked leisurely across the floor
to what looked like a small cunboard near the
door.
,
The cupboard was locked, but she drew a
Yale key from her pocKet, and in a i;econd bed
the door wide open.
The impatient knocking continued outside,
and tho voice of the visitor had changed from
threatening to pleading again.
"Let me in. You need not be afraid. I'm
all 11quare, and I'll pay well for my lodging."
" Must think we keep a bo&rding-house or
hotel," was Mag's Inaudible comment, as ahe
stepped inside the cupbo&rd.
The contents of the cupboard were not like
those of ordinary places of the kind,
There were no CUJIB, saucers dishes or cooklng-utemils, nor Indeed anything to indicate

that it was the storehouse for belongings of a
thrifty housekeeper. It was entirely emnty,
save that a ladrler fastened to thP. wall 1;ave
perpendicular access to a gloomy cavernous
place above.
Mag Mullins entered the cupboard and clcsed
it after her, the spring-lock having 11 handle inside by which she could release herself.
The thundP-r, lightning and rain continued as.
furiously as ever, and still tbP stranger knocked
at the door persisrently, as if determined to get
in at whatever expenditure of time and patience.
The old woman, though in pitch darkness.
climbed the ladder withOut hesitation, and put,
her head into the black bole above the ceiling.
Then she leaned cautiously forward over th&
crazy rafters ai;id opened a small trap in th&
wall.
Putting her head through she was able to look.
down immediately upon the person outside th&
door.
He was standing on two planks that formed ru
bridge from a dark passage that ran between
tbe piles and under the wharf for miles perhaps~
for anything that showed to the contrary.
This was one of the means of approach to>
Chromo Castle, as its owners had christened it,
with grim facetiousness.
Beneath the two creaking planks the river
boiled and surged like an angry thing, and seemed as if it would tear into its bosom every living being that ventured within its sound.
The ram streaming through the interstices of
the wharf had made the planks so slippery that;
they formed but a precarious footing, and the>
stranger held desperately to the rude hnndle 011>
the door of the shanty.
He was a young man, and bis clothes though
now stained with mud and rain, and torn 10>
many places, were well-made and of good material.
"Swell in trouble, for a dollar." thought;
Mag. "Well, I can't help it. We don't wan1;
to have the police bunting around until theydrop on this crib. Cbromo Castle is an exclusive residence, and we want to keep it so."
She was just about to withdraw her head and
close the trap, more especially as the rain was.
no respecter of persons and was pouring uncomfortably on the back of her neck when her ear
caught a slight sound in the dark passage under·
the wharf.
"Hello! What's tbati" sl!te muttered. 11 Som&
of the boys, I suppose."
,
A shaft of white light shone from the iiirerior of the passage upon the wet boards of theplank bridge adding but a feeble glet1m to thecontinuous pfay of the lightning, however, and
then the sound of footsteps was plainly audibleto her.
She ran rapidly down the ladder and feelingin a corner of the cupboard in the darkness.
grasped an ordinary thread~pool that hung to a,
piece of wire. She gave the spool a sharp tug,
and then climbed up the ladder again, so thatshe could look throu11:h the opening in the wall.
The Sp<><!l and the wire conveyed a signal to tbeperson m the passage that all was rigbt, and became carefully forwerd.
As he appeared at the opening of the passage·
and placed one foot on the crazy wooden bridge,
he showed himself to be a mnn of almcst 00lgantic proportions. Over six feet in bight, his'broad
shoulders and brnwny arms indicnted th&
strength of an ox, while his easy movements end
slircht swagger betokened the athlete and bully.
His clothes were of the Bowery cut. and, notwithstanding that it wa,. the month ot June, h&
wore an imitation sealskin cap ui;on his bulletsba~ head.
' Hallo! Who are you1" be growled, as a.
flash of lightning J'Cvealed the young man clinging to the handle of the door, apparently in a
stat.e of utter exhaustion. " Wbat are you doing!"
He took a bull'Hiye lantern from under biii
coat aud turned its rays upon the stranger.
"I want shelter. I am all right. I can soon
prove that to you. If I don't, why-there's the
river!"
"That's so, by Cresarl" acquiesced tbe big
man. "If you were dumped in here to-night
you would just go quietly eut with the tide before dayligfit, and make a meal for a shark out
beyond Sandy Hook before your folks had timeto miSB you."
The~bumor of this remark struck Mag Mullins so forcibly that sbe uttered a chuckle from
her place of observation.
"That means ten cents fine for you, old woman," said the big man..t looldn11: up ~ulckly.
"You know the rulea of \;bromo Castle.
" Well, you needn't be so durned sharp, Billy,,.

Double-Curve Dan.
was her retort. "I knew it was all right or I
wouldn't have shown myself. Still, if tbe club
wants to fine me the ten cents they can take it
<>ut of my wages, an' I guess I can staud it."
"Quit yer gassing an' come down nu' let me
in. We'll take tbjs ro<..ster in an' see what be
has to say for himself, anyhow. If we don't like
bi~ style, why we can just give him a cold bath,
:nfter we have cut bis neck, an' that'll end it."
.Mug hurried down, securely fastening tbe little door in the wall first, and shut.ting the cupLoard by its spring Jock as sbe left it. A heavy
iron bar and three bolts sectired the doC1r of tbe
castle, wbicb was made of two thicknesses of oak,
studaed with large iron rivets at regular intervals all over it.
The hag"s nimble lingers soon shot back the
bolts and removed tbe bar.
Sbe flung tbo door wille open and tho young
man stRggered in, closely followed by the big
man, who was known to tbe associates as Billy
th<> Buffer.
The latter assisted Mag in fa~tening the door
and t.ben turned to look at the stranger who had
thus, under such peculiar circumstances, found
bis way into Cbromo Castle.
The young man bad fallen on the floor in a
-0.eadly faint, bis face looking like that of a
eorpse in the dim light of Mrs. Mullins's coal-oil
lamp.
Billy the Buffer turned his bull's-eye on the
unconscious featur1111.
One glance and be started back in amazement.
"By the great horn spoon, it is Wilfred Noel,
the pitcher who wouldn't play the game to-day!"
CHAPTER IV.
IN HIDING.

BILLY THE BUFFER stood for a moment looking down at Wilfred Noel with anything but a
favor11ble expre3'ion.
.
He could have forgiven crimes of the ordinary
"kind, such as burglary or arson, but a man who
would deliberatefy betray his ball dub was
almo5t beyo:1d tbe pale of mercy.
" I've ll good mind to give him one,'' be mut;..
tered as be drew a bowie-lmife from its sheath
up his left sleeve and felt its point caressingly
with his fingers.
"Wbat's the matter, Billy?'' interrupted the
old woman. " You are not going to cut him
before you know what be is here for, and with·OUt giving him a little show, are your'
"None of yer durned business," was the surly
reply. "I tell yer I saw this duck leave the
field to-day an' go an' hide himself in the grand
stnnd when he ought ter have been in the pitcher's box.''
"Wbat of that?' If be didn't want to play I
don't blame him for not doing it. I wouldn't
nave done it myself."
Billy tbe Bulfer looked contemptuously at
Mag.
''Of course. What do women know about
base-ball, anyhow? But we'll hear what ha has
to say, if he ever wakes up."
Here he gave the prostrate figure a vicious
kick.
"What's-the-matter?'' feebly murmured
Wilfred, as he slightly turned.
"Why you're a-"
"Hold on, Billy. You needn't he so fresh,"
interrupted toe hag, as she knelt down by the
.side of the young man.
The burly ruffian drew back his foot as if to
Jdck her w1tb bis heavy boot, but thought better
of it, and, putting bis bands in bis pockets, stood
regarding her in sullen silence.
She went to a small trunk the,.t stood in a dis-tant corner, and unlocking if· drew forth a
bottle of brandy which she placed to the mouth
of Wilfred Noel.
The effect of the treatment was soon apparent,
·for be sat up ou the floor, aurt in a few minutes
was able to arise and seat himself upon the stool
nP.ar the brasier.
The storm had by tbis time subsided to a con·sid~rable extent, tbougb occasional mutterings
.of thunder could be he11rd, while the rain had
.almos:t entirely ceased.
" You are sure that door is secure, are you
·.not?'' asked the young man, as he looked wildly
-from the old woman to her companion.
"Cours<> it is. What's the matter with yer1''
-0.emanded Billy. "Now, just tell us what you
mean by disturbing resoectable people late at
night, like this, or I'll fire you into our back
yard."
" Back yard 1''
"He means the river," explained Mag.
"Ohl"
••HR 1 hal ha!' laughed Billy the Bufi'er.
"' l tola you when I first came to the door that
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ing to tell you that it was an accident. I wouldn't have hurt him for a thousand dollars. But
he got in the way of mr knife, and the first
thing I knew be was gone.'
"You'll have to tell me bis name if I am to
help you in this thing, according to the rules of
the Order " suggested Billy.
" Bob Het.berington, son of Robert Hetherington, Esq., President of the H etherington
Bank of New York," answered WilfrPd Noel .
"Bad!" remark6d Billy sententiously.
"Decidedly dangerousll' said the young man.
" Do you tbink yon bad better st11y here?"
asked Mag, joining m the conversation. " The
New York police are pretty sharp. and tbf'y
mi~bt come stumbling over CbromoCastle when
they get down to a still huntfor you."
· "How can I get away, and if I .,.ere to go,
where should I take myself?'' asked Noel, moodily.
"Tba.t's so," acquiesced the woman. "I suppose you wiU have to stay here, and if there are
signs that the place will be too hot for you we
must get you away by the iiver. Here, the
t'ofl'ee is ready. Come and get a little lunch and
you'll feel bett.er."
She spreaci a cloth on the table. and soon had
a much better meal than would have been expected from a casual glanc1> at tbe surroundings. There were seventl kinds of cold meat,
canned fish, etc., and a large loaf of new bread.
This, with the hot coffee, made a very acceptable repast for a weary, hungry man like Wilfred Noel As for Bill Crancb, he ate as if he
had not tasted food for several days.
Tbe Order of which the pitcher of the New
York Club bad shown himself to be a member
was one of those associations that have been
nearly eradicated by the police, but that are in
existence here and there, formed by habitual
crio.iuals for mutuRl protection.
As will be easily seen, Wilfred Noel had another business betides that of ball-player. He
bad heen with the New Yorks for only a part
of the season, and thon~h his overhearing disposition had caused b1m to be disliked by his
brother players, no one suspected . that he was
known to a select circle of pals by the title of
"Steely Williame," and that he was rapidly acquiring for himself tbe distinction of hPing one
of the most expert safe-blower)! in the East.
Yet, such -.•as the case. So far he had been
lucky enough to escape the police. He bad been
operating for a year, and though he had put
through two "bank jobs,'' tbe authorities did
not as yet suspect that Steely Williams, the
bank burglar, and Wilfred Noel, the crack
pitcher, were one and the same person.
At least, he hoped they did net, though there
was one Albany detecth"e about whom he did
not feel so sure as he would ba'l"e liked.
Noel. or Steely Williams, as we will call him
in future. ate and drank mechanically as be
tried to think out his circumstances and determine what be was to do. Bad as he was be
felt remorse for the death of the lad, Bob,
though, even now he told himself that be would
not have prevented himself from slaying Dan
Manly, if be could have done it. There was
evidently a bitter hatred in his heart for the
brilliant young pitcher, that went bey<,nd the
jPalousy engendered by the latter's success in
the ball-field.
Billy the Bufi'er looked s!Ralthily at his silent
companion from time to time, but did not ven"Yes."
ture any remark. The big man stood in con"Wbyl In troubler•
siderable awe of the young f~llow now that he
"Yes."
" What kind? Tbo;;e impudent police been barl discovered he was nonP other then the
iamous Steely Williams. He paid the tribute
trying to interfere with legitimate business!"
exacted by brains from brute strPugtb every"No. Worse than that."
"Is tbat so?'' asked Bill, drawlingly, as his wber<;i-even among thieves and cut-throats.
Mag Mullins busied herself in supplying the
eyes opened wider than usual. " Wben did it
happen? I see'd you at th9 ball-ground this af· wants of the two men, taking her own meal at
teruoon, an' I suppo8e it must have been since intervals as she moved about.
that.I'
Suddenly the young man stopped eating, and
his eyes took on the bunted expression that they
" It was. Soon after the game "
Billy the Buffer fffe.ave utterance to a long, showed when he stood on the plank bridge waiting- to get in.
tbone:h almost inaudible whistle.
He was lis!Rning intently.
"Wuo was the party! It wasn't tbat-tbatBill Cranch's jaw droppedt as he. too, listened •
:voung pitcher that some of the boys called
"What's that?'' whisperoo Steely Williams.
Double-Curve Dan, was it?''
'
"No, curse him!" hi~ the other, between "Dirl you hear it'I"
" Thought I beard somethin11;," returned the
his clmched teeth. " I wish it was. I would
take my chances willing)y if I had laid him Buffer, in the •ame guarded toues, "but it
must have heen the wind, I guese."
out."
Mag Mullins stepped to the door, plar.ed her
Billy Cranch shrugged his shoulders.
" I suppose you know what he's done to you, ear agair.st it, and help up her.finger for strict
an' I p;uess be deserves to be laid out if you say silence.
Then she darted to the table, blew out the
ro. But, I tell you, be does pitch a strong
light and softly placed an iron lid on the
game."
"Never mind about that. The party I-I- brasier.
The two men sat still and scarcely brPathed.
put to sleep was a boy-"
The next instant there was a loud and per"Aboyl"
emptory
knocking at the door.
"Yes. Now don't interrupt me. I was go-

I was square, and I am," said Wilfred Noel, with
a curl of his lip.
·
"Prove it."
" I will. Come forward."
Billy the Buffer anci Mag Mullins stepped in
front of tbe young man, as he crossed his arms
and taking the man's right band and the
woman's left, pressed them in a peculiar manner.
The Bulfer started back in amazement.
"Why dirtn't you give us the grip before? I
hadn't any idee-"
"Of t'Ourse you hadn't. But you know it is
one of the rules of tbe Order not to use its grips,
signs or passwords save when absolutely necessary."
" Seems to me that it was necessary for you
to do it when you were standing out there
hardly able to keep yourself from dropping into
the river," remarked-Mag.
"No, because I knew that some of the boys
would be along before many minutes had pas•ed,
and I could afford to wait."
" Wby ilid you try so hard to make me let you
in, then, when you hadn't any password on your
lips, or a sign to give me?''
" I just wanted to test you, for one thing!"
"You can test all you've a mind to, but you'll
never catch Mag Mullins going •back on her
oath, now, I tell you."
The old woman bridled up as sbe spoke. Wilfred Noel bad touched her on a very tender spot,
for above all things did she pride herself on ber
loyalty to the society of thieves and murderous
rascals that bad its New York 'headquarters in
Chromo Castle.
"That's all right, Mag. You dirlu't open the
dorir, an' no damage was done. Plty you can't
keep your mouth shut as well as the door,"
grunt>d Billy.
" Bill Crancb, I don't want none of your
slurs," retorted the woman, sharply. "You
just 'tend to your business, an' let me alone."
" Ob, well, you neerln't get mad. I didn't
mean nothin'. Only a little fun."
"Billy the Buffer or Bill Crancb, as Mag had
called him spoke apologetically. Big as he was,
be did not care to provoke tbe virago too far.
"Well, I don't like your fnu, so stop it," she
said, as she brought forth a coffee-pot from
somewhere and put it on top of the coke fire.
Wilfred Noel was shivering in his wet clothes
and was keeping as closer to tbe brasier as
possible.
"How are things in Albany with the boys?''
· asked Bill, looking curiously at the young man.
"Still."
"N0tbing doing, eh?"
"No, hut tbere are one or two plants nearly
ready. I suppose they will be worked in tbe
course of a month or two?''
"Banks?''
Wilfred nodded.
"Much in it!"
" One should be good for three hundred thousand, and tbe other for half that."
" In it yourself?"
"No," curtly.
''I didn't mean no offense," saM Bill "I
thought you migbt be. That sort of work pays
better than plar.iug ball, I should tbiuk, though
in course it ain t quite so safe."
"I am going to stay here for a while."
" In the Castle?''
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CHAPTER V.
ON THE TRAIL,
IN one of the finest mansions in that district
of fine mansions, Murray Hill, there was
mourning as deep as any felt in the most squalid
t enement on the east side.
A bed-room, luxuriously furnished, with soft
laces and rich hangings to guard the Rlumberer
from every stray breeze or too powerful ray of
sunlight.
In the center of tl.Je apartment a bedstead of
ebony richly carved, with gilding her e and
there to relieve tbe ctead black of the wood.
Tbe bed was O<'cupierl, but 1be sleeper would
no more be disturbed by brPeze or sunlight, and
tl.Je elegan!'e of his surroundings would never
gh·e him pli•asure a;?;aiu.
TbP cold, rigid form, tbat lay so still under
the fine wbite sheet, was tbat of Bob HethPrington, tuc• pride aud hope of the rich man who
sat weeping by his side.
A knock at the door, aml a servant banded
him a card,
" I cannot read it. I do not wish to see anybody!" said l\fr. H etherington testily. "Take
it away. No, stay. Let me see wbo it is."
He aroused himself with itn effort and ghrnced
at tlJe can!.
"Tl'll bim I will come down at once. Show
him into tbe library. Tben come back and stay
in the room bere until some oue else comes iu."
·while the girl was absent, tb e father knelt
down at the bedside and gressed his lips to the
forehead of the dean. I\ hat he suffered was
known only to himself.
"He is in the liurary," broke in the girl's
voice.
"Very well. I will go rlowC!. 11
He aro>e from his kne<•s nnd showed himself
to be a tall, well- proport10neu man of fifty or
thereabouts, with a firm chin an1l clear-cut
nostrils-a man of will, wbo would pursue wbat
be consiclered the right course, regardless of obstacles or of public opinion.
1
" llir. Hetherington, I think I am on the right
track."
The voice was that of Double-Curv e Dan. He
was the person whose cart! bad heen read by
the banker, anti who had b~n shown into the
library.
" My boy's murderer?"
"Perhaps. I believe that following up the
clew I bave to the people who robbed your bank
on the 30th of 1\Iay may be tbe means of my
findin~ tbis villain Wilfred Noel."
"-.,,ell, Dau, I trust to you implicitly."
"You shal! neve1· repent tbnt trust, if I can
help it," returned the young fellow earne~tly.
"You keep tbe fact that ynu are in the em·
ploy of the Secret Service of New York a strict
secret, of course?"
"l\Iost certaia ly . I have my credentia ls in
an inner pocket of my shirt, in case I sbouJJ
eve,r be in immediate need of them, aul I bave
my star where I can show it in a second if
necessary. See."
He pulled aside some of the blue trimming on
bis white flann el shirt, and revealed a ~ilver
badge star-shaped, on which we1·e engraved the
words: "New York Seci et Service Special."
"-That is well," said the banker. "Now,
...-hat have you to tell me?"
"I bave received information that has led me
to come to you at tbis time, when nothing but
the importance of tbe knowledge I hold would
have induced me to do so."
"Yes. yes, I know. But go on," returned the
banker impatiently.
"\Y11l you go out with me to-night?" asked
Dan abruptly.
"To-nic;ht1"
"Yes."
"No, I cannot do th11t. I don't care whnt
information you have, or how important it may
be, I cannot leave my boy to-night. Besides,
rnr, daughter-"
•Tells yon to go, father dear, 1' broke in the
voice of Ada Hetherington, as she came slowly
into the ronm.
Double.Curve Dan looked at the fair young
girl, whose pale face put to shame the pretty
white dress that she had worn in the afternoon,
aud that she hat! not changed, tbougb two or
three red spots ou tbe skirt_ gave token of her
brother's terrible death. He saw that there
were traces of tea1·s upon her cheeks, uut that
sbtJ was bravely holding bark her grief in the
Jlresence of her fath er.
" Go, father. If Mr. Manly asks yon , we may
he sure tbat he has good reason. Remember
that we have had proof of bis judgment before."
Mr. Hetherington appeared to hesitate for a
moment. Tben he excl'limed :

Double-Curve Dan.
"You are right, Ada. Dan, I will go with
you."
Double-Curve Dan thanked the girl with a
look, and at the same time managejl to convey
to ber that he bad already commenced bis task
of bunting down her brother's slayer.
With a bow to thtJ young detective, Ada left
the room to sit by ber dead brother's side.
As she slowly ascended the stairs she thought
of a c~rtain day in tbe past spriag, when, in
Albany, as she was driving in her low pony
phaeton, tbe noise of a tire-engine startled her
ponies, and caused them to dash madly away.
She was powerless, but a young man leaped into the road, and \at the risk of his life stopped
the ponies and saved her from an awful fate.
Sbe bod barely time to thank her preserver and
t :i learn that bis name was Daniel Manly, when
Wilfred Noel, whom she had met at a reception
of tbe miscellaneous character so common in a
State Capital, and who had vigorously pushed
tbe slight acquaintanceship siace tbat ~ime by
bowing to her whenever be met her on the street,
came boldly forward, and thanking Dan Manly
in an off-hand manner on behalf of the lady, had
entered the vehicle and driven Ada to her
father's temporary bome in Albanv.
"How brave he was!" thought Ada, as the
scene came back to her memory. "How he
threw himself right in front of tbt:. horses, and
tben tbe insolence of that fellow, Noel, to take
possession of the carriage! I am afraid that the
hatred of that gloomy, mysterious .voung man
fur Mr. Manly dated from that day."
She sighed as she tbou;:?:ht of thP great grief
that had now befallen her, anrl of which she bad
never dreamed those few short. months ago.
It was Pleven o'clock when Mr. Hetherington
and Double-Curve Dan stepped outside the front
dour of the former·s mansion, and prepared to
face t.bo violent. summer tempest.
Both were protected by waterproof coats, Mr.
H etherington having lent one to his companion.
"Now, which way are we to go?" asked the
banker.
"Down town," anRwered Dan, briefly, for
now that be was in charge of tbe expedition, be
took command, and did not feel bound to explain every detail as he proceeded. It would
occupy too much time.
"Lead on I"' returned the banker, just as
laconically, for be was a sensible man, and
· recoiwized at once the relative :positions now
heln hy the youn11; nete<'tive and himself.
"011, by the wayl Are you armed?" asked
Dan.
"No; I never thought of that. Shall we need
weapons, do you tbink?"
"1Ve may and we may not."
"Which means that I bad better be preparer!?"
"Decidedly."
\Vithont another word the banker opened the
door with a pass-key, and stepped iuside, followed by Dan.
"Stay here a moment."
Dan seated himself in a romfortable chair in
the hall, while tbe banker went quietly upstairs. He soon returned, carrying two handsomely-mounted double-action six-shooters,
which he banden to tbe detective.
"Very good," said Dan. "But I don't think
you need them both."
"I brought one for you."
" It is unneces8ary."
Dan showed that in an inside pocket of his
sack-coat be had a six-shooter, a knife, and a
short "billy."
"I never travel on bnsines_s without my tools.
And I am always on duty, day and night," he
said.
"I big yer parding, sorr. Wnz ye goin' out
to-night?"
Tbe voice was that of a native of the Emer&ld
Isle, and the detective and banke1· both turned
quickly as some one who bad come softly along
the hall, touched the banker on the arm.
"Hallo, Con 1 What are you doing in the
house?" asked the hanker, sternly. "Your
place is in the stable."
"Faix, I know~ it, sorr, but betnne the misfortoon tbat bas .. im tlown on us an' the storm
as is playin' tbe divil wid me constitooti'n. I
made bvwld to kim in an' see phat I c'n'd do fer
ye, sorr."
"Well, I am going out. 'You bad better go
to bed, and not trouble yourself about the
storm," was the banker's reply.
Dan l\fonly, who had heen watching the man,
wbispered something in Mr. Hetherington's ear.
" Oh, yes, faithful as the sun," said the latter,
aloud.
.
"Then IE-t him go with us. We may ha.veto
deal with desperate men."

" Very well. Con, button up (,our coat anlf
come with us. Here, take this, ' handing him
the revolver that Dan bad declined.
"Oehl Be jaber3l We are goin' to have
some divarshnn, eh! If I meet any spalpeen
wid too much talk, why, the saints rest bis
sowl, for I'll spill him all over the land, so I
will."
Con waved the revolver, anrl was evidently
about to emit an Irish war-cry of the good old
kind, when Mr. Hetherington seized him by th e
shoulder, and sternly whispered:
"Do you remember where you are, and what
ha• happened to-day?"
Con subsided instantly, as he replied penitently:
"Iudade an' I do, peace be wid him. Ahl be
wuz such a pnrty b'ye, an' be handled horses as
well as I c'n'd meself, so he c'u'd."
Con Joyce was a little fellow, who bad but
lately come from the "onld connthry," hut who
already took a warm interest in American politics, and was a ' ' Dimocrat to tbe back hone."
He was a merry-faced, warm-hearted, b,ra.-e
fellow, and be thought Mr. Hetherington and
his people the finest he had ever seen.
There was nothing remarkable in his personal
appearance save his "Galway sluggers" of
bright red that he still persisted in wearing, and
a pair of blue eyes that were always dancing in
fun or mischief.
The three did not waste any more time.
Tuey walked out into the pouring rain, and
with beans bowed as the blinding lightning
flashed continuously across the sky, made their·
waydown Broadway.
Tbey did not talk much, nothing being said
but an occasional word from Dan as to tba direction to he pursued, as he turned off here and
there, and led his companions through a maze·
of tenement-house streets that are a distinguishing- feature of the east side of New York.
Soon the smell of the never-too-sweet East
River assailed their nostrils.
" Much further, Dan!" a5ked the banker.
"No," was Dan's .bort reply.
Tbe detective paused at the corner of a street
under the flickering light of a gas-lamp.
A police officer in uniform stepped out of a
dark doorway and came forward. He stood
with his back partly toward Dan Manly, and
said:
" Do you want me to-night! Captain Martin·
told me to stay here and r~port to you when you
came along."
" Go back to the station and taka off your
uniform. Then come back and wait again. I
may need yon."
" All right, sir."
The policeman moved carelessly away into.
his doorway, and the others passed on.
On the other side of the dark street, skulking
along in tbe shadow of the tall houses was a
wet, wretched figure, with a keen diI'k-knife up·
his sleeve.
He saw the conference, though be could not
hear what was said.
He shook bis fist in the direction of the three
men as they went around the corner, and muttered:
"So! You are following me up pretty closely, are you? Well, I'll fool yon yet, as sure as
my name is Steely Williams-or Wilfred Noel,
whichever yon like."
CHAPTER VJ.
A NARROW ESCAPE FOR BILLY THE BUFFER.
DAN MANLY led his two companions on by
tortuous ways for anothPr five minutes. Then.
he stopped before a large gateway that led directly to a wharf.
•
The gates, old and worm-eaten, were wide
open, and as the lightning occasionally illuminated the scene, it showed tbat heaps of old iron
wen• tbe priucipal contents of the wharf.
Broken car-wheels, old rails, sections of ornamental fences, pots and kettles, everything that
comes under the designation of scrap iron, WP.s
to be seen there by the ton, many times multiplied.
Double-Curve Dan walked forward as if acqnainted with the place, bis companions followinq; him closely.
'Seven, eight, nine!"'
He was counting bis steps.
"Seventeen steps and a half straight toward
the river from the left gate-post. This must be
the spot."
Dan sbu!Red bis feet in the mud at the placebe bad reached, and gave utterance to a smothered exclamation of satisfaction.
He stooped down and pulled an iron ring
from the mud and water. It was securely
fastened to something.
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Double-Curve Dan.
"Have your weapons handy and follow me
quickly," be said, briefly, without looking
around.
He tugged at the iron ring, but it would not
move. lt was as firm as if riveted to a rock.
'• Uon, take bold and help," commanded the
bauker.
"Be jabers, I'll do anything for a chan~e.
Me heart is bruk, so it is, wid the wettin' l m
gettin'," answered the little Irishman, luguhriously.
He knelt down in a puddle of dirty wa~r,
with a comical expression of resignation on his
face, and pulled, with Dan, at tbtl iron ring.
A tug togetber, and then sometbing suddenly
gave way, causing Con Joyce to sit down with
a splash i:11. the poo• of water.
"Ow! o-wl Be St. Peter, but it's wet I am.
Ow! murtberin' houn's, why did I iver kim to
toe counthry ouyhow1"
"Silence!" whispered Daµ, fiercely. "Help
me with this."
The ram had stopped, though the lightning
and thunder continued. It was just about tbe
time that ·wmred Nool-or Steely Williamsf!,ained admission to Cbromo Castle.
The banker now saw that the ir0n ring was
attached to a rou!ld, flat, iron plate, like the
cover of a coal cellar, revealing a dark bole in
the ground, into which the water from the puddie referreJ to above was pouring.
"Mr. Hetherington, follow me. Come,
Con."
As he spoke, Double-Curve Dan squeezed himself through the bole and disappeared.
The banker, without hesitation, went down
arter him, closely followed by Con Joyce.
The three men found themselves in pitch darkness, standing on a sticky, clayey floor. Thtlre
was plenty of room when once through the bole,
though it had been a tight squeeze to effect an
entrance.
Dan reached up through the hole and pulled
the iron plate into position.
"The rain and mud will soon gather on it
again," he observed,, as he felt in an inner
pocket for some matches, which he always car·
ried in a si!Yer water-tight box.
He struck a wax match, and by its light
looked around him.
The room in which tbe three men stood was
about six feet square, and was nothing more
than a hole dug in the ground, with boards
braced around the sides to prevent the earth
falling in. It had evidently, in years past, been
a smugglers' retreat, and doubtle~s had contained millions of dollars' worth of treasure at
different times in its existence.
On one siJe there was a low doorway, not
more thun four fPet in bight. It was closed by
a stout wooden door, securely bolterl. As the
bolt was on the side occupied by Dan and his
companions, it die! not take him long to shoot it
back and open the door.
.
"You seem to know this place well, Dan. I
suppooe you have been h~re before in your huuts
for crimmals?"
•
"No. '1'his is my first visit. I learned of it
onlv about two hours ago."
,rWbo told you!"
The voung dt>tective smiled.
"That, Mr. Hetheriogton, 1 cannot tell you.
The secret police would not long be secret if
they were not careful to keep their sources of
information to themselves. I am sworn not to
s!ly ';lnything about the, inmir workings of the
service."
"I beg your pardon."
Mr. Hetherington was a man of the world,
and he recognized tbe justice of Dan Manly's
words.
" Be jabersl this is inner workin's, sure, down
b~re- oondergrouu'.
Faix, me own mother
wouldn't kuow the face av me if she wuz here,
be the token that it's too dark to see anything,"
put in Con.
"You think those papers stolen from the bank
two weeks ago are down hem somewhere, I suppose?" asked the banker, as Dan ligbl;Pd another
match.
"I do; and I believe we >hall recover a Rreat
deal of the money, too. I have very rrhable
information."
"I don't care so much ahout the money if I
can only get those title-deeds. They represent
a large part of my daughter's separate forlune,
aud I do not want to risk it in any way. You
know she is the defendant in a smt brought by
a powerful corporation, to claim a whole block
in Nf'w York City which was left to her by her
mother's uncle. If the deeds are lost, it will
J?ive the corporation an adv&ntage that we ean
ill afforrl. Nothing but these peculiarl:v importaut circumstances would have induced me to
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come on this exp~ition te>-nigbt, with my poor The scoundrels!" replied the banker, grinding
boy lying at home."
his teeth.
" An' I'll kill every one of the murthlll'in' spalTears choked bis voice, and Dan Manly, in
the hope of divertmg bis thoughts from his grief, peens if I ever git me goon p'inted at 'em," added
said:
Con.
They walked across the bridge and Dan
"Stoop down and go through tbe doorway,
knocked at the door. This was the knockmg
Mr. Hetherington. Our way lies ahead."
This was the last door •tbey encountered-for th"t so disturbed the occupants of the c;astle,
a time, at least. Dan pushed it back into its especially ::)teely Williams.
place, but of course-.Ould not fasten it, the bolt
CHAl'TER VII.
being on the other 6.le. It shut with an ordiTHE SHOWER OF FIRE.
nary latch, however, h'llid the bolt could have
THE three persons in the shanty scarcely
been shot, too, if he had known that a little arrangement of wire for tbat purpose hung in a breathed as the knocking at tile door was repeatcorner behind the doer. He did not know it, ed again and again.
" Let us in or we will make it tbe worse for
and hence the door remained unbolted.
Dan walked along the passage in which they , you," C'ried a voice that caused Steely Williams
found themselves, and which varied in hight, to clinch bis fist.
It was tbe voice of Double-Curve Dan.
sometime.s bemg so low that they bar! to go
almost on their hands anrl knees, and at other
Then all was silent.
The knocking ceased and no one spoke outplaces being so high that they could nut reaclt
the top.
side.
" What does that mean!" whispered Billy
At intervals they came to where the passage
branched off, leaving two or three pnth~ from the Buffer, hoarsely in tbe old w~mau's ~ar.
Her only reply was to clutch bis arru Ill token
which to choose. Tbo young detective never
hesitated at any of these junctions, but kept of silence.
"Trapped. like rats!" hissed Steely Williams,
straight on as confidently as if hi> had Jived in
os be dr~w his dirk-knife and held it ready for
these underground regions all bis life.
It was very dark, for Dan had not lighted action.
"Yes thev mean mischief," said l\Iag iu the
any more matches after the second had burned
out, but tbey had no difficulty in pursuing same gt;arded tones. "They are not quiet for
their journey. The detective knew tbe way, nothin!(."
"Better go up and look out, l\Iag," gruntom
and his two companions bad nothing to do but
to follow him.
.
Bill.
Without another word the hag <'limbed to her
Suddenly Dan plaC'.ed his bands on the banker
pest of observation in the cupboard and took an
and Con and drew them against the wall.
They had just reached a place where two observation of the bridge.
other places joined that along which they were
It was empty!
She looked for an instant down at tltc water,
walking.
"Hist!" whispered Dan. "Not a sound. Don't glimmering in the reflected lii.-;bt of the ru_oon
which ba<l now taken tbe pla"e of the !Jghtmug,
even breathe for a minute."
Foot'iteps wero approaching along one of tlte for the storm bad died complett>ly away and
other pas ages. They might be those of an en- left a 111ost beautiful nig~t behrnd it.
" Wem" gro.wled the Bulfor, impatiently.
emy; they could not be those of a friend.
"Shut up!" commanded the woman, looking
The three men remained quite still as the
stranger, whoever be was. came rapidly toward inside for a minute to say the two " ·urds, an<!
them. He was evirlently not afraid or attrart- immediately resuming her position at the
ing attention, taking it for granted that any wintlow.
Then "he C'ame iu, dosed the trap and hustled
one in that secret locality must belonir to tbe
fraternity, in whose possession it had been for down the ladder.
forty years at least.
"Gitm sbe wbispere<l.
He walked with a heavy tread, and whistled
Biily th•' Buffer Pmitted a long whistle.
so'ttly to himsc!f.
"Do you mean that the crib is given away?"
uThat's wllnt!''
A stream of light shot along the passage,
avoiding the three men standing against tbe
"Where aro th~yl"
wall by not more than three feet.
Mag pointed signifirautly downward.
It was unnecessary for Dan to warn the
"Somebo,ly has put 'em on, sure," g-rowleu
banker or Con to get their weapons reacly. Billy, ns hE' ligbterl a match nnJ applied it to
They each bad their pistols in hand at the first tbe lamp. It is no use our biding onrsl'lves in
the dark any longer. It is a clear case of fight
sounrl of the stranger's footsleps.
The light dodged and danced about, hut never uow. 11
"All the better!" mutterej Steely Williams,
happened to strike tbe place where stood three
desperate men, to whom discovery meant a as J,is henYY lirows seemed to meet o,·er bis <leepdeadly struggle.
set hln<'k e:}·es.
"A bull's-eye lantern," muttered Dan.
"Tlwre are three of them," observed l\Iag
The stranger came right toward them anrl l\Iulli11s, sententiously.
passed-passed so closely that be almost brushed
"'Vbo arc tbeyl"
against the muzzle of t1'e revolver that Con
"I don't know. There is a young du('k, not
Joyce helc! pointed outward reacly to shoot any- verv big, who g~ts arounrl pretty li\·dy-"
thing that might come along, from a Bowery
''Dr,n '.\Innly." put in SteC'J~-.
tongh to a stray mastorlon.
"An' nu old fellow, with !!:rllY w!Ji~kers, who
If the man who carried the bull's-eye lantern looks too well-ft ·d and stiff in the 11n:-k to be a
bad happened to turn it toward the It-ft as be prn1r man. T lwnrrl thP yo1mg fellow cull b1m
passed, thus revealing the three mcuugailh't the Mr. Hetb-Hdh-H1•tberlmm, or ~nnwtbing-"
wall, he -Nould have been shot as cPrtainly as
"llm1wus'. it must be Ht>tberin~ton !" said
that Con Joyce's finger was on the trigger of bis Rtt'ely Witlinms. in a trembli11g voice. ·•He is
self-cocking rcvol ver.
thP ht~t n1an I wnnt to ~ee now."
Had tbis taken place we rdght have had a
"I <lon 't want to sC'e DODP of 'cm f<>r my part.
different b1le to tell.
It's too dnrlll' <I near home. If I wanted to
But bo did not turn. He walked straight make tbeir acquaintance 1\1rather111e1•t 't>m on
ahead, and a.• bis flashing lantern at last disap- BrnaclwnY nt n fn~bionahle hour in th,• afterpeared, Dan aud his companions followed in tbo noon. Titnt's m.v style," vohmteer~•l Billy tbe
same direction.
Buffer, with a grin .
The stranger was none otber than Billy the
"\Y!Ju's tlie tbircl?" asked StC'eJ~- \\"illfoms.
Buffer, on bis way to Chromo Castle, to wlliC'b eag~rly.
place, as the rc>a<ler has doubtless surmised,
"C'onhln't S<'P, exn<'tly. He hns whisl<t' l'S nil
Double-Curve Dnu was taking l\Ir. Hetberiug- nronncl his face, nml I beard hims.~~- Hlml'thini:
ton and tbe little Irishman.
al>o11t ~BP jttlwrs!'' 1
"Now, carefnl!" warned Don, as at length
"I don't know who be ran he. Pr,>\1:1rl.\'
he approached the end of th<' pa•sagt>, whern he some one to hPlp the other two. Bnt "bat's the
could hear the lapping of the river aur! feel tbc next tliin"· tl) bt~ rlOlll'"111
cool breeze blowing in his fare.
"To !?:Pt n" ay by boat. I !!:UC'ss." l't'pli,•d Hill~-.
"How sbnll ;,.('!!:et to itl \Yb1•re is th1• h11at?"
He stopJX'(I a minute to reconnoiter, and tbi>n,
satisfied that all was safe, Jed tne way to the
u It's hnnginl! <.'k1se up nuder tbt.> thltll'." nu·
plank bridge so cften mentiouecl in these swerf'd Mag. " C'onH"' her~."
pa~Ps.
"'Vb.v C'an't -.w j?.O n~ro~s thr hrid!!•' n11d get
' Now. Mr. Hetherington, I have reason to out by the pnsAAgP!" ask<'rl Rill C'rnnrh.
"Aull b<' ~hot fronl helow R$ ~l'Oll RS Wl:) J,!Ot
believe that those papers nml most of ~he money
stolen from the Hetherington Bank of New the door opeu," 'nrered the w111nnn. " Don't
yon know thnt those P•'Ople are here f,,r $tet>l~·
·York are in this sbantv."
Willinms, nnd thnt they know t'\'<'TY ><'t'l't't
" Well?"
"·we must obtain entrance by strategy, if about, CbronH> Cnstle?"
" How tlid thPy find it outl" nsk,>tl Rill. with
I possible. Failing tbnt, hy f(,rC'e."
"You can dep.,nd up(>n my doing my best. a suspicious glnnre at MQg.
0

Double-Curve Dan.
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:'be woman picked up the iron bar that she
h ul taken in her band when Steely Williams
1lrst knocked at the door, ere she retorted:
"Perhaps you know bow they found out, Bill
Craqcll, and perhaps they don't. But don'tyou
dare to look at me when you ask sucll a question,
or I'll crack your thick skull witb tllls pok&r.
Now, you just mind me, will you?"
Mi's, llfullins's temper was not particularly
sweg, as we have seen before. Billy the Bufl'er
knew it, and he did not press bis insinuation
further.
s~e did not condescend tJ talk any longer
witb Mr. Cranch, but putting one end of the
b:ir, which was bent and sbarpen?d at the ex ·
t.·e ,mty, and was in fact nothing less than a
gi.::nntic "jimmy," into a small iron slot in the
fl l ~ :· opposite the door, pressed upon 1t with all
h?.r strength.
T .1e immense leverage she thus obtained r&lea>ciu a portion of the flooring and exposed a
liol" -<ome four feet square.
Bdow flowed the river.
Sae knelt on the floor, and reaching underneath felt about as if 150arcbing for something.
Then she withdrew her band and looked up in
the face of Billy the Bufl'er.
" Alt right?" be asked.
"All right," was her brief reply.
"Sbe was just feeling to make sure that our
safe hasn't been disturbed. There's some things
in it as belongs to you, Steely."
"ludeed1" said Steely Williams, indifferently. "I didn't know exactly where tbe Society
had put them, but I supposed they 1vP.re secure,
whereve1· they were."
"You bet! No on9 bas evPr got the hetter of
tbe Order yet, and Chromo Castle bas never had
any strange visitors until to-day, either,"
growled Billy.
" Ha! 'Vbat's thaU By the power3, they
have found tbc west door."
Mag )follins stood up as she spoke and pointed to a spot in tbe floor several feet away where
·
a f11.int scraping could be beard.
"Well, huuy, then. We can't afl'ord to Jose
hastily
he
as
Crancb,
any time," declared Bill
let himself down the hole.
He did not drop into tbe water, as would have
se~erl bis intention. Instead he supported
himself on .bis elbows and stretched first one
foot, and then the other under the floor.
He had evidently found some support for his
feet, for be slid right out of sight in a horizontal position, and declared in a muffled voice,
from bis mvisible rnsting·place, that be was
"all right."
The scraping at the other part of the floor was
growing louder ever.v instant.
"Shall I g'l uuoler, Mag?" asked Steely Williams. "Tlley will bP through direC'tly."
"Tbey will," agreed Mag.
"Then there will be another mur-"
Steely stopped. He could not fiuish the ugly
word.
The woman 19.ugbed mer.kingly. She was
utterly without pity for tbts young man who
bad cor:fessPdly betrayed friends and killed an
innocent boy. But she was bound by tbe oath
of the Order to which both ,beloul!.'erl to as~ist
him to the full extent of ner power, and she
woul1l do it till the neath.
"You lllP!Ul murder, eb1 Shouldn't call it
that wben it only affects police an'sich,"she
said.
More scrapsng !lnd they saw that tbe floor
was shaking in that spot.
"Keep them down till I get out of sight can't
you?" implored Steely.
"l'll try."
She saw a wav to keep the enemy hack for a
time, at least. They were coming through the
floor lly way of what she bad called the "West
Door," which was a four-foot trap similar to
tha.t hy which Billy the Bufl'er bad disappeared.
Cbromo Castle was arranged for the easy
escape of its occupants in cnse of alarm, and the
floors and walls were full of secret doors.
Mag ran across the room and seized the
brasier in which the coke fire was still brightly
burning, and which was furnished with iron
handle;; that enabled it to be easily moved.
Sbe carried it to the spot where the scraping
was still to be heard and and put it down on the
section of the flooring which she had designated
the "West Door."
"Now, hnmp youroelf," was her !'-df!!onit.ion
to Steely Williams who was ju t drawmg h1mself out.of sight after Bill Crancb.
She looker! are>und apd letting herself
tbrougti the bole after' him with much more
ease tha.n bad characl.erized bis movements, in
spite of ber being a woman, she allowed her

head to show above the floor as she pulled the
trap-<loor down and held it ready to close at
a second's notice.
•·The West Door drops instead of pushing
up," she rnuttkred. "I wonder whether they
know that."
More scraping, and then-a crash, as the \Vest
Door fell m and a shower of fiery coals fell on
the heads of Double-Curve Dan and his two
companior:s.
Mag Mullins laughed fiendishly as she saw it,
and with a yell of defiance, closed ibe door over
___
her own head.
CHAPTER VIII.
DOUBLE-CURVE DAN IN A DEATH CLUTCH.
WHEN Mag disappeared and shut the trap

after her she gave herself a pu~h by means of
the heavy rafters that supported the floor.
Now tbe •ecret of the boat was explained. It
was hung by means of block and tackle irnmedint&ly under tbe floor, but not underneath the
bole by which access was gained to it. Thi<t
would have taken away the secret character of
this means of escape, which wos the most importaut part of it.
Billy the lluffer was seated in the cPnter of
the boat, and already bad tbe taC'kle in bis ban<!
preparatory to dropping the boat into tbe
water, tba ropes and blocks were constantly
examined 7 and were al ways in as good running
order as t~e machinery of a fire-engine.
Steely WiJJiams sat in the stern, with the rudder lines in his grasp.
Both were bent forwarfl, for the hoat was
too nell.r tbe ftoor to permit of their sitting upright.
As tbe crash met their ears both involuntarily
felt for their we~pons.
They wero separ11ted from their pursuers hy a
double thickness of stout oaken boarrts that exteuded almost clown to the water. The designers of Chromo Castle had foreseen ns possible
just such a contingency as tbe present, when it
would be <iesirable for the regular occupants of
the shanty to clep<:1rt without being seen by
visitors seeking admission by anotht:r entrance
from below.
"You needn't stir, gentlemen," observed Mag
Mullins airily. "They have enough on their
ba1.ds-l mean beads-to OC'Ct~py them for a few
minutes without troubling you."
"Mag, you are a pretty smart woman, durn
my hoots, ef you arn't!" growled Bill Crancb,
admiringly. "If l wasn't engaged to a young
lady as was the belle of Lo11g Branch last season,
I'd offer you my heart, b::md and fortune, sure
as you're born."
"Do11't be a fool, Bill," was the ungracious
response to this flattPring C:eclaration. "We
shall have work to do befure we gPt out of this,
or l don't know nothing."
"All right, my girl. Lower away I"
As he spoke be loosened the tackle, and with a
plnnge the boat strnck the river.
It was tbe work of an instaot to disengage the
tackle from the boat, and the iron books anrl
ropes flew back to their places among tho rafters
auto:natically.
Bill Cranch put out the oars that lay in the
hoat ready for use, and with a dexterous pull
turned tbe head of the craft toward the open
river.
"Easy, Steely! Keep her head on for th"
current. It flows pretty r.wift down this shore
at this time in the morniug."
Steely Williams chd not reply, but be obeyed
Bill Crancb's directions in silence.
Tbe boat was a good-sized skiff, sitting easily
and solidly in the water but having a sharp bow
and a good run tbnt enabled more speed to he
made tbau the bo11c would SP.em capable of at
first siglit.
Bill pulled bard at the oars, but the boat did
not mnke very much headway.
"What in tbunderat!on i.s .the mattPr with
her? Sile hasn't caught mnotbmg, bas slle?" ex1, claimPd Bill.
Mag leaned over the gunwale and felt around
it with hPr hands.
" No. she seems to he all clenr."
"\Veil, durn my skin, if this ain't funny!"
be grumbled. "I'm pullin' the life out of myself."
He gave another vicious pull at the oars.
The boat slowly backed, going dead against
the efforts of the oarsman.
"Look out, ~ill! What are you doing with
the hoat1" whispered Mag.
"Smash my collar-bone if I know," gasped
Bill, as he marle anothP.r mighty attempt to
propel the boat from the shanty.
Another tug and still thP hoat went doggedly
back to the Spllt from which it had started.
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It reached the thick oaken wall, and then
slowly but irres·i stibly swung around to the other
side of it.
"Stop it! Stop it!" almost rnreamed Mag.
"I can't stop it, you durned fool," spluttered
Bill Crancb.
Steely Williams did not speak but he got
that deadly dirk-knife into his bantl, nu<l made
up bis mind that be would put his rival out of
the way, and remove a dangerous enemy at on-:1
stroke if he got a chance.
He knew that Dan .Manly was on the other
side of that wall, and he was no longer anxious
to avoid him. The murderous instinct was
strong within him.
Not a sound bad come from the pursuing party
after the brasier of fire had fallen upon them
through the West Door.
"Wonder whether they "ere all burned to
death and didn't have time to holler?'' muttered
Mag.
The boat swung around the wall, and at the
sarne instant a hthe, active form bounded mto
the beat, while a pair of hands clutched Steely
Williams's throat.
"Now, Wilfre<i Noel, I guess it is my turn,"
~aid Dan Manly's voi~, as be bore the other
back against the stern.
"Ow! Be the powers I Here's a picnic on the
watber. Oehl Wurra I ·wurral Phuy did I
iv er kim. Begorra, all the curls are singed off
the head uv me be tbe foire, bad 'cess to theould
woman that put it there, an' now to be drownded in the river. Git out, ye clbl!'ty spalpeen."
The voice was that of Con Joyce, :md was accompaniPd by a desperate ottack on Bill Crancb.
The little Irishman had bis self-cocking revolver in his band, but forgot all about pulling the
triggP.r. Be preferred to use it as a club and
hid given Billy the Buffer a hearty tburup on
the shoulder with the butt-end of bis weapon
before that muscular gentlemen knew what was
coming.
"Git ofl' me, you monkey, or I'll break you in
two," growled Cranch, as he dooged just in time
to avoid another blow that would bavi, fractured
his skull if it had reached its mark.
In the mean time Doul1le Curve Dan was
struggling desperately with Steely Williams.
The detective had been so indignant, and was
so eager to secure the wretch who had take11 the
life of Ada Hetberington's brother that be bad
forgotten bis usual caution, and attacked his
foe without getting a weapon JD bis bnnd first.
"Surrender, Wilf~ed Noel, or I'll kill you
right here," said Dan.
"Who are you? What right. have you to be
h11nting me down, anyhow? What should I surreudPr for?"
"What are you doing in a place like this at
two o'clock in the morning?"
" W bat are you doing here yonr5elf1 I heli!'ve
you are a crook, or you wouldn't be here," hissed
Steely.
The cool insolence of tbe fellow wa~ almost
too much for Dan Manly's patience. Be tigbtened bis bold on the otbrr's throat.
"By heavens, 1 will kill you!" be said,
sternly.
With a sudden wrench Steely rPIPased himself
from bis assailant's grasp, anll tbrew tbe latter
on bis hack in tbe boat just as Bill Cranch had
gained the mastery over Con Joyce.
ItwasadesporatPmoment.
Mag Mullins took no part in the battle, hut
sat at one end of the boat, holding to the side
with both hands to save herself from being
thrown overboarcl by tbe violent rocking but
otherwise not seeming to care which way things
went.
Mr. Hetherington was nowhere to be seen.
"Now I want to tell yon something before I
put you wb.ire you will never Le able to say
anything in this world ngain," hissed St.rely
Williams, as he glared down into the face of
Double-Curve Dan. .The moon was at th!' full,
and gave plenty of hght for tbe young pitcher
to note the fie1·ce expression of his adversary's
dark eyes.
"Say what you have to sny," rPturned D&.n,
returning the oti.Jer's gaze unflinchingly.
"I will. You have come between me in a
way that I do not allow from any l•ne."
A smile curved the young pitcher's lip.
"It is a habit I have," he said, contemptuously.
"There is a young lad.v to whom you have
presumed to lift your eyes. That presumption
on your part bas caused the death of her
brother-"
"You villain!"
•"And b11.s ruined my cbAnces with her forever. Bnt tbat is not all. You have interfPred
with my business in several ways. When I re-
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Double-Curve Dan.
fused to pitch for the club it was because it
,i;uited my pur~.''
"Doubtless,' uhserved Dan.
"Yes, and then you bad to come in, with
your ridiculous curvesanJ do your best to make
me look small. That was enougb to make me
determine to shut you off. For I am a man
that kills."
"You have shown that, you cur!" gasped
Dan, as the other tightened his g-rip on his
throat.
,, Yes, but that is not all. You are huntinit
for the man that did the job at Hetbtirington's
bank. Aha! You are surprised that l linow I '
But it is my business to keep posted on such
things. Well, I am the man that blew open
that safe two weeks ago, and I have the money
nud papers from it put Eafely away. The peopie in the ball club call me Wilfred Noel, but I
-am known to my private friends as Steely Wi!Iiams.''
"You!" said Dan in utter astonishment.
".Yes, I. And now, curse you! that I have
told you my secret, you •!an take it with you to
"the other world!"
Steely Williams strengthened his clutch on
Dan's throat with bis left band, and raised his
-dirk with bis right.
Before the hlow could descenrl, there was a
violent agitation nf the boat, alld the next instant Steely Williams and Double-Curve Dau
were in the dark, muddy water, siukiug-smking, tbe former still clinging to the dete, tive's
i;broat with tbe determmation of a most desperate hate.

ly and comfortably, a::id I Lelieve he would
rather strike a calm than a gnle at any time.
Not that be is not a good sailor and a brave m11n
but he does not believe in wearing l:.imself out.'1
"De Ruyter ahoy!" sung out Lionel, in obedience to Worthls request that he would bail tbe
vessel.
"Vell, vat's der drubble!"
A round face, surmounted by a queer little
cap, with a tassel banging over tbe left side
looked over the stern and'surveyed the boat and
its occupants.
"How are you, Van der Straten!" shouted Dick
Worth in response.
"Achl Dot vas yon, eh, Deeck! Vell, coom
oop, und take a sbrnoke. 11
Having uttered these "ords, the owner of the
round face walked coolly away and went down
into his little cabin, leaving his visitors to get
aboard by tbemselvesi if they cared to.
"The same old Johann,'' laughed Worth.
"Never catch him exciting himself. But he is ·
a splendid fellow at heart, all tbe same.''
The two young men climbed the ladder that
hung over the side, anO. walked along tbe wellscoured deck to the little hatchway, " 'ith its
narrow stairs that led to the captain's cabin.
"Seet down," was the welcome accorded by
mynbeer as the two young men stumbled down
the stairs and shot head-first into a bunk on the
opposite sid'3 of tbe little cabin.
.. Thanks!" said Dick.
He and Lionel laughingly extricated themselves from tbe bunk and took seats on a locker,
Mynheer Van der Straten smoking composedly
at a short clay pipe tbe while, quite undisturbed
CHAPTER IX.
by the aerobatic performances of his visitors.
"Well, Johann, so ;rou've got back to New
ON BOARD THE SCHOONER DE RUYTER.
York again, eb1" said Dick,
WE must go back to the afternoon when
" Yaw I"
Double-Curve Dan so hastily left Lionel Lacey
"Good voyage?''
nnd Dick W ortb to follow Ada Hetherington
"Yaw."
-0ut of tbe Polo Ground.
"Wbat did you bring with youl''
The two young men wat.cbed the new pitcher
"Schnapps.''
until h1> disappeared through the gateway, hav"That all!"
ing no idea of the tragic scene that was enacted
"Cheese."
just outside.
"Tobacco!''
"What do you think of him, Lione11" 11sked
Mynheer nodded and leaning forward, puffed
Dick Worth.
a cloud of tobacco smoke into Dick's face.
"Think of him! Why, that curve of bis is
"Ob, yes, I see. It is good tobacco. Is that
something wonderful!" was tbe enthusiastic re- the kind you have brought with yout"
ply. "He can't be hit at all, I believe, as long
,, Yaw.''
ns he has a fair show."
Mynheer seemed to be tired after his brilliant
" So I think. You and he make the strongest conversational efforts, for he sat back in his big
battery we have had for several seasons.''
chair, wbich was screwed to the floor, and
"I suppose you will sign him?''
smoked for at least five minutes in silence, with
"If I can get him, yes. Though I don't know his eyes shut.
how Noel would take it.''
'
Worth was used to the peculiarities of his
"What does it matter how Noel would take Dutch friend, and waited patiently for his revit!" exclaimed Lacey indignantly. " I don't erie to come to a conl'lusion.
,i;ee why' the club keeps such a fellow, anyhow."
Lionel Lacey was too much amused to say
"You can't see everything you know, Lionel," anything. It was bis first introduction to a
1lllid the captain quietly.
Sihlon-pura Amsterdam Dut.cbman, and he
"No1 of course not. The fellow may have enjoyed the experience amazingly.
~ome virtues that are not apparent on the surAll at once tbe skipper woke up, and rising
iace. Well, Jet's go to the hotel and take a slowly from bis seat. rolled across tbe cabin to
,gtroll.''
a certain little locker in tbe cnrner, From it he
"I'm with you.''
took two long clay pipes, sn earthen jar of toTbe two young men went to the dressing- bacco and a queer-shaped, basket-covered stone
room and soon changed their ball uniforms for jug.
the ordinary dress of civilized life. Then they
Deliberately be broke several inches off each
went out on the street by a private doorway, pipe, filled them with tobacco, which be pressed
without hearing anything of tbe quarrel be- somewhat tightly into the bowls with a very fat
tween tbe two pit.chers that had ended so tbumb and presented one to each of the young
terribly.
men.
,
They walked down Broadway and stepped
They took them involuntarily, and at a sign
into the Hoffman House, where the ball game from the host, put them in their mouths.
was the general topic of conversation, and where
He gravely lighted a mat.ch, and held tbe
there was plenty of praise for the new pitcher flame to each of the pipes in turn, so that the
and condemnation for the man who had so visitors were compelled to smoke.
shamefully treated his own club by refusing to
To Dick Worth this was pleasant enough, but
play, and then trying to spoil the game after- poor Lacey was not used to smoking and he
ward.
bad misgivings that the Dut.chman's strong toIt was late in the evening when Dick proposed bacco would be the death of him before he could
that they should go aboard the schooner of a get out of tbe stuffy little cabin.
Dutcll fritiud of bis, who had that day arrived
Worth saw his friend's discomfort so he told
in the East River after a leisurely voyage from the skipper that he bad promised Lionel a real
Holland, and enjoy a real Dutch supper in the Dutch supper on board the De ltuyter.
captain's little cabin.
"Yawl Dot vas right.''
''I should like it ver;r much," said Lionel.
"I knew thlit 1t was safe topromiseitwithout
"C'.ome alon;?, then.'
asking your sanction," added Dick.
Dick Worth knew his way about ever7 part
"Yaw. Lisa!"
of New York, and soon they were standmg on
This last word, uttered in tones such as he
a wharf arranging with the owner of a skiff to would have used in ordering his crew to" furl
put them aboard the short, squat craft, with foretopsails" brougbt into the cabin a young
the Dut.cb and American flags both flying from girl that Lionel thought w11s the daintiest creatheir peaks, whieh Worth point.ed out as tbe De tnre he had ever beheld. Sbo was about eighteen
Ruyter, Mynheer Johann Van der Straten, years of age, and in her pretty face there was
ma$ter.
still enouf!h resemblance to the skipper to verify
" She looks as if she was built more for safety his words when be said:
than for speed, eh, Dickt" remarked Lionel, as
"Mine daughter Lisa.''
their skiff ran under her bows.
Tbe young men 'both bowed respectfally, and
" Yes, Van der Straten does not believe in hur- were favored with a roguish smile in return.
rying. He just likes to sail before the wind easi"Lisa, give us some supper."

"Yes father."
Lisa had been educated in New York academy, as the young men afterward learned, and
bore no trace of a Dutch accent on her tongue.
Dutch cbees<l, raw ham, hard boiled "ggs and
raw onions wPre the viands sprend before them,
to which all did justice, especially tbe host,
whose consumption of the raw onions was something alarming.
Lisa stayed JD the cabin and dutifully looked
after ber father's wants. Tre young men helped themselves, thus allowing the girl to give
mynheer her uudi vided attention.
Tbe meal finished, mynheer immediately resumed bis pipe, as if he regretted tbe_time lost
from it in eating, and Dick Worth fol.owed his
example. Lionel Lacey was Ollly too glad not
to be obliged to smoke and allowed bis pipe to
remain on the locker by bis >ide where he had
put it after taking a few whiffs before supper.
"Well, myuheer, suppose we go on deck and
have our smoke,'' suggested Dick wbeu Lisa had
cleared the table and disappeared through the
narrow slip of a door opposite the stairs by
which she bad entered.
"Yaw!" acquiesced the skipper.
The wind was getting fresh ns tbe threer~ch·
ed the deck. Tbe river "Vas dark, and the hghts
'on the New York side : ;leamed fitfully as t~e
wmd caught them, ot, when they were lD
houses, as the people passed to and fro m the
rooms.
.
"G-Oing to be an ugly night, I'm afraid, captain~ ventured W ortb.
" Yaw."
Mynheer Van der Straten was not in the least
disturbed. He was anchored and moored lD a
safe spot, and it mattered no~bin~ to him if
the whole firmament were split wide open as
long as bis schooner, De Ruyter, was not set
adrift.
He walked up and down the deck wit~ the
rolling gait peculiar to him, and silently pomted
to different parts of his vessel that he thought
deserved tbe admiration of his visitors. If the
worthy skipper bad any pride, it was in his ship
and his dnughter Lisa.
There was no one else on deck, save the two
men on watch. All the crew were of the same
natiornlity 11s their commander.
.
One of them stood in the bow, lookmg ccntemplatively over the side into the w~ter. It !s
not likely that he could see anythmg, but his
gaze was as intent as if he bad been fishing for
pearls.
As the three walked along the deck to the
other end of the vessel, Mynh~f Van der Straten stopped suddenly and admm1stered a hea'.tY
kick to something that looked m the gloom like
a coil of rope.
The "coil of rope" st_ood up, and showed itself to be the 1other sailor on watch, who bad
cast himself down for a short nap.
Neither he nor the skipper spoke one word.
Tbe sailor commenced to m11rcb up and down,
rubbing himself where the square toe ~f Joh11;in
Van der Straten's boot bad struck him, while
the latter passed on, smoking as unc~ncernedly
as ever.
.
.
Tbe performance struck Lionel La<'ey as bemg
so comical that be burst mto a flt of laughter,
of which, however, mynlleer took not tbe least
notice. What he bad done was a common oc<'urrence on board bis ship, where he maintained
discipline by prompt physical pumshment uf
any neglect of duty_
.
Tbe wind had rapidly increased while the
three bad been on deck, and no~ the thunderstorm burst upon them m all its violence.
"Better be gPtting abbore, I guess, ruynbeer,''
said Dick ·worth.
"Nein. Sleep here.''
Mynheer Van der Straten laid his fat hand on
the young man's shoulder and pointed to the
deck, as an intimation that they could be well
providerl with bunks below.
"We have to play again to-morrow, Lionel,
but I guess we can sleep on board the schooner
just as well as, and perhnps better than, in a
hotel beJroom. Let us stay."
"Certainly,'' agreed Lacey, heartily, for he
liked novelty of any kind, and he had never
slept on a Dut.ch tradmit-vei;sel before.
"w-et!" grunted mynbeer, as the rain came
down in sheets anrl the ttunder and lightuinit
hurtled through the rigging.
Dick w·orth and Lionel Lacey had already
reached the gangway and were d0SCt'nding the
stairs ~o the cabin when -y-an der Straten, who1
sailor·hke had ~n takmg a last look arouo<1
before followiag them, shaded his eyes, as be
looked steadf11stly at a rertllin wharf, l~~ween
the rows of shipping, and r<'mark1>d, pos1t1v• ly,
but almost un<·011et'rn<'<ily :
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Double-Curve Dan.

"Right under your fept, I guess," she return"Dere is dirty work over dere. River thieves. light had not penetrated into the shadows, and
ed, c-oldly, as she looked at him with an expresVere is mein rubber coat?"
made everything stand forth distinctly.
sion
that bespoke anything but a friendly re"Thieves!" cried Worth, eagerly.
With a mighty effort Dan got bis head out
"Yaw." Then with a shout: "All hands long enough to sbout "Con!"
gard.
" What?" yelled Steely, stnrtine- back as if he
lower away der yawl! I goes to take a hand in
"Sure an' I'm right-"
der foon."
__ _
"Here!" he was about to add, when Bill bad been stung.
"Oh,
what are yer talkin' about, :Mag! UnCrancb, with an oatb, bit the little Irishman in
der his feet! What r ot! Why, it's been caught
CHAPTER X.
the mouth, and commanded him to be silent.
STEJCLY WILLIAMS MAKES A POINT IN THE
Again Steely Williams, who seemed to have by the undertow and bas been carried out pretty
GAME.
superhuman strength now, though be bad been near to Staten I sland by this time."
"Do you tbink so, Bill? Do you think so!"
WHEN Double-Curve Dan found himself in so weak and fniut wben he knocked for admittbe river, with the augry waters surging in bis tance at Chromo Castle a sbort time ago, man- asked Steely Williams, with nervous eagerness.
"In course I You put him to sleep, didn 't
ears, and with Wilfred Noel's (Steely Williams's) aged to face Dan under water.
fingers still clutchmg bis throat he realized that
"Now, I have you!" be muttered, as he got yer, and you saw him go down, didn't yer f
'very well, then; if be dirln't come up ag'in,
he was in the tightest fix of his life.
his r ight arm free,
His assai.lant did not seem to care what beOnce, twice! be struck at the young pitcher's why, he must have passed out with the current,
came of himself o.s long as ho got the better of breast thro:igh the water with that wicked and gone out to sea. I don't see " hat you are
Dan, and if he could swim (and Dan knew knife. Then gathering himself together, be · botherin' yerself about him for, anyhow."
"The murtherin' villain I" muttered Con
enough of Steely Williams by r eputation to be thrust his foot violently in the face of the
Joyce to himself, as ho li stened to the conversa·
aware that he was as much at home in the water wounded Dan.
as on shore,) he did not make any attempt to
He saw that the body sunk out of sight, and tion, and managed to comprehend its purport.
Mag had finished her job of replacing the coke
exercise his ability in that direction.
waiting for a minute, found that it did not
in tbe brasier by this time, 11nd now taking it
Dan Manly, however, had no wish to die in come up.
such a way, anc\ though bis bands were em"So much for the fellow that tries to play it by the two handles, requested Cranch to supployed in keeping the knife away and in defend· on Steely Williams," be muttered, as be pulled port hPr behind while she carried it up the
ing h imself from Steely Willia ms, bis feet were himself out of the water and onto the plat- short, but pPrpendiculnr ladd er by which th e
"\lest Door" was reached from below, and
free enough to use them as paddles.
form.
H~ had to sustain both bimself and his foe,
''You've fixed that rooster, sure, Steely, but upon which Con J oyce bad bee i:i standii;g when
and it was therefore nearly half a minute before I am afraid it will mean more trouble for us, she showered the h ot c-oals up;.m his bead.
In another instant Ma g bad reached the inte·
they arose to the, surface.
Durned if Cbromo Castle ain't getting pretty
"Oehl You murtherin villain? Let go of hot for the residence of law-abiuiog citizens," rior of tl!e shanty end deposi tetl the brasier in
its
old place, wher e the fumes could escape
me!" were the first words that struck tbeir ears said Bill Cranch, grimly.
as their beads arose from the water,
"You t alk like a fool! Why isn't Chrorno through the pipe in the wall.
"All ri ght, Mag!" askec! Bill Cranch in a
A small platform, immediately under the Castle o.s safe as any other pl1Lce now th a t I've
"West Door.i." afforded a resting-place for Mag put that fellow out of the way ?'' deruanded loud wbispPr .
Sbe
did not answC'r,
Mullins and .1:1illy the Buffer. Both wer e soaked Steely.
"What a sour old cuss she is," grumbled Bill.
with water.
" I thought you said that the police were onto
"But i suppose everything" is ~afe. Watch tbie;
The explanation of their. condition was appar- the crib?" P?t in Mag Mullins, quietly.
fellow, Steely, while I go up," he continued,
ent at a glance. Tbe skiff floated bottom up"Wbo said so?" grumbled Bill,
poiuting
ward.
to Con.
"No one. I guess I dreamed it," answered
"He's safe enough " was Steely Williams'~
Everybody in it had been thrown into the Mag.
river with Dan Manly and Steely Williams.
"Guess you did. You're always a-dreamin' nnswcr, as he stood' over the little Irishman,
. The woman and Bill had D1anaged to scramble something or other. Wish y ou'd wake up long knife in haurl,
Bill Cranch slowly ascended the perpendiculnr
out on the platform.
enough to help me get that boat straight, and
But where- was Con J oyce1''
put the Castle in order ag'in. I'm a orderly ladder, a nd was half through the trap, when he
Surely that wretched object that Bill Cranch man, an' I don't like t o have my boarding·house uttered a n exclamation of surprise, and maue a
movement to retreat.
was holding with its bead Just out of water all shook up this here way."
ll:re he could do so, something descended " ·ith
could not be the lively little [ri!iliman?
Bill Cranch spoke with some irritation. He
"Let go uv me, ye shpalpeen. Ye are drag- was wet and uncomfortable, and he felt that crushing forl'e upon his head, a nd he ca m ~
ging the hair out uv me head, so you be."
he had been ill-used by some one, though he •tumbling down the steps and fell, a senseless
heap, upon the platform .
. It was Con, and ver'? indignant ~e was as the could not exactly mako up his mind by whom.,
Then there was a momen tary scuffle over·
big desperado held him by the hair at the edge
"Well, I've made up my mind to stay m
of the platform. Y et if Cranch had obeyed Chromo Castle for a time, until this young Heth- bead, a crash, a heavy fa ll , and- silence I
him an<;! r eleased his hold it might have gone erington job h!is blown over," declarC'd Steely.
CHAPTER XI.
hard with Con.
"So we may as well get inside and out of si~ht
TBE DEAD FACE IN THE RIVER.
Bill gave a tug at Con's head and landed him, of the river. You neve1· know wbo is pokmg
J
O
HANN
VAN
DER STRATEN sat pPacefully in the
wet and flopping, like a gigantic gamy fish, on about among the shipping out there."
stern of bis yawl, puffing at his short clay pip•>,
the platform.
Mag Mullins seized the end of the boat that, while two sturdy marinerg r•li ed th e oa rs. Dick
"Now lie there, or I'll crack your neck," upside down, bad floated against the planks of and Lionel occupied places just in front of the skip·
g:owled Cranch, as he gave Con an admonitory the platform, but was powerless to turn it over
P~fPuu in by der shore," command~d mynheer,
kick.
by herself.
. " Dere is too mooch moo nlight ."
Con felt in hi~ pocket to see if his r evolver
"Give me a band here, some one " she said, briefly
u Ya w " said the stroke nar.
w:as safe, and r emembered tbat ho had had it in pettishly.
.
'
The
boat r• n in between two 'l'eSR<' ls thRt might
his band when he went overboard.
Steely Williams and Bill Crancb responded, have been cast in t he same mold as Van der
"If I bad only fired it off just once I'd not and soon had the b:iat rig hted. Then the latter Strnten's squat schoonPr, and then, as the boat
have cared a cent, so I wouldn't," he mut- bailed it out with a tin can that was fastened to swung around a group of greasy pil es the oarsmen
tere?.
·
the seat, and picked up the oars that the tide rested and waited for fur ther orders.
The skipper smok ed s• renely fer several minute~·
B1l1Cranch'sattention was now~ken up with bad not been able to carry out into tbe open
without speaking, tb ~ u gh his eyes mo'l'ed continual·
the struggle with Dan Manly and Steely Wil- river.
ly.
showing tbat be was not h!attenti'l'e to bis sur·
liams. The former had seized an oar, and bii
Con Joyce ~at still on the platform, trying to
adversary bad released his hold on Manly's get bis dazed faculties into some sort of or der, roundings.
" Pull al: !" be commar.ded, sudde nly, as he steered
throat to grasp the overturned boat.
S teely Williams, kmfe still in hand, watching directly for a wharf furth er down tlw rh'er, where
Both were afraid to move, , Steely had thrown him to forestall any belligerent move on bis there wero no vessels to obstruct the way.
He never stopp<>d sm o kin~ , but be pulled from a
his knife-band around Dan's neck, but, thus part.
under bis large, 100se vest a Ion!!', old·fasbioned
situated, could not strike, more especially as
Bill Cranch, in a business-like mu.oner, ar- belt
navy
pistol, which he examined carefully .
Dan had a tig ht grip on his wrist.
rauged r.he tackle of the boat, and soon bad it
·' Pretty good weapon, mynheer," remarked
"Surrender, Steely Williams, or it will be the clewed up in its old place under tbe rafters of Dick.
worse for you ," said Dan. "I'm not alone. I the shanty. Now that Dan was safely sleeping
u Yn.w. 0
have men close a t hand who will arrest you, in the muddy waters of the East River, and his
"Old-far.bloned, tbouJ?b."
Yaw.
even if I am not a ble to do it,"
companion, Joyce, was a pnsoner, there was no
"Do you like it better than a re'l'ol'l'ert"
"Let them r.rrest me. I don't care. This is necessity for the boat, As Steely had said,
0
Yaw."
not a case of officer and prisoner only with you Chromo Castle was about the safest place in
"May need to use it to-night?"
and me. I have a personal grurlge against you, which be could hide himself.
''Yaw."
and Sreely Williams letS nothing stand in the
Strangely enough, no one thought of Mr.
"Very well, th en I iruess I had better look to
wal of his revenge."
Hetherington. H e had been with Dan Ma nly mine, " observed Dick, teki11g a six-shooter Crom his
' It will mean tbe hangman's rope for you in and Con when they were forcing an entrance pocJ;:Pt,
·· Ynw."
any case."
from the platform to the shanty by means of
"What have you got with you, Li0uel!" asked
Steely did not answer. Securing a firmer the " W est Door." When the brasier fell tbrougb
hold on the boat with his left hand, he thre w his the hole he harl di~ppearPd, and in tbe excl'ing Dick.
" Nothinl!. J did not tbink I should be in need of
legs around the body of Dan Manly under event.~ that followed, he bad slipped the memory a. wen pnn to-night."
water with tb'3 skill of a professional wre~tler, of every one. P erhaps Dan Manl y bad thought
"Nn mor1' did I, but I always like lo be prepared
and threw his adversary backwnrd by main of bim, but if he bad, no one could know it now. Eb mvnherr!'
u'yfiw. Yon vhns cnn't nl~vnyi:; tell."
strength, so that his head went undC'r wator.
As for Con Joyce, full of pluck as he was, be
h True. mvnhet'r: hnt wl1(' r P ·:· rt> WP goiugf"
Dan's hands waved wildly above the surface h11d been throttled, and banged, and kicked, and
"Wa it, :ul y ou vi1l seP ri~ht twny ."
in his efforts to.get bis mouth out of the water.
half drowned, and it was no wonder that bis
"AH rh!'ht. I suppose you k11ow.'
Bill Craach and Mag Mullins were watching ideas were in a hopeless state of confusion. He
Ytnv."
the struggle breathlessly.
could not have told bis own name without besi'l'be Dutchman .nid thi• \'l'ith"nt nny a.snmpti0n
The brasier that bad been overturned by the tation, and be was not sure that be was bis own of superior kno wledge, hut s itnpl.r ns co rroborating
an indisputable fact.
woman when the "West Door" was pushed mother's son, as he said afterward.
.
.
Soon ho held up bis hand ns n s1~ nal to l11s men to
open from below, lay on the platform. The hot
"I wonder wh ere-whPre Double-Curve is by
rowing.
c Jals lay by its side in a ~eap on the wet plat- this time," said Steely W111inms, with a hollow stop
u vere vns <lnt g-ont-. eh?,.
form, and gave Pnougb h~bt to r eveal the forms laugh, as he watched Mng Mullins t'ollectiug the
HP wns evidently at fnult.
of Steel! and the detecti".e, as they tossed to coke into the brasier. prepuratory to putting it
" What ore you lucking for, mynheer?" asked
and fro in the water, even if the rays of moon- through the" West Door" into tbe Castle.
Diclc.
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Double-Curve Dan.
"I don't know. It vas gone. I see von leetl"
lfJrbt, but now-"
"lie shrugged bis broad shoulders as a sign that he
did not know where to find the light that bad led
him to seek for the thieves that be felt sure were in
the vicinity, and coolly turned the boat around that
be might get back to his ship.
"So much for this adventure," said Dick, putting
bis revolver out of sight.
·'Yaw; itvastoobad."
Mynheer looked lovingly at bi• large, clumsy pinto! ere be bid it under bis vest, and tben nodded to
bis men to increase tbeir speed .
In a few minutes they were all again on board the
De Ruyter.
"Hist! What's thatf" exclaimed Lionel Lacey,
as be turned to look over the side of the vessel upon
the broad river glistening in the fitful moonlight.
Mynheer followed the direction of his finge r, and
then . with rather m ore haste than usual, gave the
order to lower away rh e yawl again.
His stolid crew did not exnress a ny surprise or
Impatience a & this unexpectea command, hut lowered away in the same maner-of fact way ~bat they
carlied out all their duties.
Mynheer Van der Str.. ten meanwhile kept his eye
fixed on the river, smoking furiously from me. e
force of babili. but evidently deeply interested in
what be saw.
The boat ready, be slid down a rope and took bis
seat in the stern.
" ~I e can both come, I suppose, mynbeerf" questionPd Dick.
"Yaw. Queeck."
Dick and Lionel were soon In the boat, and then,
obeying a sign from the skipper, the two oarsmen
pulled vigorously down the river.
The water was . still agitated as the r esult of the
late storm. Tbere is always a stroni:t tide running
~rcJ:~le~~n ~;~~I.and now It was rather more no" It is 1$'etting closer to the wbarf, I think," remarked Ltonel, addressing Van der Straten.
·• Y .. wl" agreed the skipper, as be pulled or\ the
starboard rudder liM and turned the boat a little
nearer to the New Yvrk shore.
A few minutes more of bard rowing, and then the
obj •ct upon which tbe eres of Lionel Lacey anj the
captain bad been fixed smce the former saw it from
th~ deck of the DeRuyter was plainly visible to Dick
Worth, who bad not been alille to make it out.
· It was th• p•1/.efuceofu corp.•e bobbin6 up and down
over and between the waves.
" Some sailor murdered along the docks or on
board some foreign vessel. and thrown into the river
for the sharks, I suppose," remarked Dick.
~'Yawl"

"Quite a common thing, I suppose, In your experience, eh, mynbeerf"
0
Yaw."
l
The •kipper spoke in his usual pblegmat'lc tone,
tut be ke11t bis eye steadfastly on the dead face.
"Easy! Backwa&1erl Dot'sright. Yawl"
The boat was alongside the corpse.
"Heavens I Look, Dick I" exclaimed Lionel Lacey
In wild excitement.
"Double· Curve Dan I"
Dick Worth, as be uttered these words )Paned
over the side of the boat and seized the coat that
was 6.oating loosely on the water, and tried to pull
the body into the boat.
Mynheer Van der Straten, with rut saying a word,
and still with bis short clay pipe between his teeth
lent his assistance.
With considerable etfort the body of the young
pitcber was lifted into the yawl and laid fiat in the
bottom,
"Deadf" asked Lionel Lacey, in a choking voice,
as the skipper gravely felt the pulse and placed his
band over the heart.
•· Yaw,,,
There was sympathy and regret in the monosyllable. simple aa It was, a11d in the round face garnish·
Pd wil.h the •hort clay pipe, could be read deep pitr
for the young fellow thus cut. otf in the prime ol his
youth.
,
Many were tbe surmises of tbe two young men as
to what concatenation of circumstances had brought
Dan Manly to a watery grave so soon after be bad
been the actor In a game at tbectber end the city.
"1 suppose we had better notify the police," suggestP.d Worth.
"Yawtn
"There is an officer standing on the wharf over
there. I can see his buttons glitteling in the moonlight.
I
It was Lionel Lacey who spoke.
"Pull on," commanded Van der Straten. briefly.
The officer stepped to the edge of the dock as the
boat approached.
"Where is the nearest police stationf" asked Dick.
"We have picked up the body of a young man,
whom we identify. We want him removed to the
station tor to-night. To-morrow we can try and
find his friends."
"Tboui;:ht you said that you identified him," said
the officer suspiciously. "I shall have to take you
all t o the station."
He took his whistle from his i;ocket as he spoke
and put it to his lipS'.
"Wait a miuute before you whistle. We will all
go with you. We ca n soon show that we are respectable citizens. This is Captain "Van der Straten,
of the Amsterdam schooner De Ruyter. I am
Richard Worth, Captain of tbe New York Base Ball
Club. This is Lionel Lacey, of the same dub, and
these two m en are part of the De Ruyter's crew."
"Who do you recognize the body to bef"
"Daniel Manly. of Albany, and-"
"Wba-a-tl" screamed the officer, forgetting bis

suspicions and everything else in the intensitf, of I The officer endently meant :what he said. His ad·
I his
agitation "Damel Manly. Let me see him. '
miration for the young detective was unbounded.
He jumped from the wharf to the boat, regardless
ot the risk of such a proceeding, for he nearly w"nt
overboard, and kueeliog dow11 by the side of the recumbeut figure said sadly ·
" Gentlemen 'be left me 'not more tban an hour
ago and told ~e to wait till he got back. H e went
on the hunt for a.certain crook, and be bad two other
people with him. He must have bad trouble with
them and thev murdered him and threw him in the
sea."
.
"An hour ago you say"' remarked Dick Worth.
" Yes, sir. H~ told me' to go to the station and
take otf my uniform, and come back."
"But you are still wearing vour uniform."
"Yes I made two arrests· of disorderlles and I
haven't had time to take It ofr. H e wouid have
called me down on that, I know, for he was very
strict about having his orders o beyed."
•· I don't understand you quite," put in Lionel
Lac"j!!'• "What bad b e to do with giving ord, rs tJ
you! '
"What bad be to do with it!" repeatea the officer.
"Didn't you know that h e was a member of the
New York Secret Service, and that he stood pretty
bifih in it, too, for all he was so youug1"
'l cert.ainly did not."
"Well, you know it now. Though." shaking bis
bPad mournfully, "it makes but little difference.
He is gone, and by the band of some one-horse
crook that wouldn't be worth the rope it took to
bang him."
"A detective!" exclaimed Dick Worth. "I should
never have thought that,· I knew he was a splendid
ball-play er. That double·curve of bis would have
commanded almost any salary for hire."
"Yes, I know be was kind of gone on b11Se-ball,
but I never knew him to let it interfere with bis
business," saM the officer, looking down into the
pallid face turned straigb& up t o the moon that
sailed peacefully in the sky behind a beautiful
fleece of clouds.
Mynheer Van der Strat;•n was kneeling by the side
of the body, smoking bis piJ?e and apparently taking
no notice of the co11versat.ton, while his two sailors
rested on their oars and stolidly waited for orders.
"Acb !" suddenly grunted the skipper.
"What <lid you say!" asked Lionel.
But the captain of tbe De Ruyter did not answer
him. He was feeling in one of his capacious pockets
for something. He emitted another ., runt of satisfaction as be brought forth a small bottle, and gave
it a lovinl! shake.
"What'l's that!" queried Dick.
"Schnapps." ·
With this laconic exfilanation Mynheer Van der

~f:;"~~/~~~e~n~:r i~ bi:~ 1~'tuf~i~~~::a~ol~~~~!

Dan

fell back in the boat f!otter he bad spoken toI, the
offiC"f'.• but another apphcot1011 to the. scbn~pps
bottle revived him, and b e l~y pe~cefu,Uy
the bot1

ID

' tom of tbe yawl not troubling buus.,,f nbout any' tb1Dg as tb" two stmdy sailors rowed back~·.o the·
! De Ruyter.
j " What next!" asked Dick, as thfy rr ached the
· deck of the schooner, Dan' having been almost car1 ried up the ladder by the two sailora.
"BeJ, " was !UY ubeer Van der Straten 's brief an·
swer, and bed 1t was.
Dan Manly was completely exha!Jste_d, and when
the kind-hearted skipper helped him IDIO bis own
bed , and taking away tbe young man's wet clothes,
gave him a blue woolen shirt to wear that woula.
: have held two people of bis Eize. the young detec·
I tive could only J?reSS the larg!,l fat band of mynheH
In token of gratitude and fall mto a deep, refreshlDg
sleep.
.
·
"Yaw, dot is goot. Dot young man v11l shleep
now. Dot schnapps did it."
He then led Dick W orth and La~ey to another
cabin and. in spite of their protestations that they·
must'j!'o ashore at once, so as to be near the _ball·
ground in the afternoon, made them get each 1Dto
a bunk, where they, too, were so,on sou~d asleep.
Then hP filled bts short clay pipe ag8Jll, and went
up on deck for a stroll. and to eDJOY a smoke, as be
told himself, though he hf!od n e ve~ st?pped puffing-tobacco ~Ince be opened bis eyes ID his bunk on the
morning before.
It was high noon when the three youn~menawoke
I and sat down to the breakfast that Lt~a bad pre· pared. Mynheer Van der Strat~n, lo.oklDi; co.ntent. ed and unconcerned as usual, laid aside bis pipe re··
1. gretfully to partake of the meal with them .
i Dan Manly felt almost entirely recovered fr?m·
the etfects of his I• juries, bis strong cor:istltutwn.
only requiring a night's rest to enable. him to re·
cuper:ite from ~!most any strain upon him. .
\ • Have I slept all these boursf" asked Dan, ID sur·
pris!'J when he learned that it was past 12 o'clock.
I " xaw," answ ered mynheer, comi:osedly.
. "Well, l tb11nk you very much f01· alf that you1
I have done for me. Had you not gone to hunt th9se.·
I river tbieves of which you speak I mii<bt h~;ve dnft. ed out 10 sea and been drowned In earnest.
I "Yaw."
1
"By the way, what did you see that made you.
' suspect thieves in the neighbor:hood 1"
Mynheer liirbted his clay pipe and took two orthree whiffs, ere he answered:
"I saw a light."
"Ha! '\\·heref''
"Up by dot dock."

I

I

I

I

:: ~~:~· I heard a noise, like a man shouting,
und I t'inks It vos !ime for me to take a bandt."
"Yes."
"But ven I got meln boat near der Pl.ace, I loolc
me oudt, und .I heard no more noise nghat avay,.
und I lost der place."
"Yes; but don't you think it would be possible tofind It now, In the aaylightf"
Nein."
The young detective sat wrapved In. thought for
a few minutes. 1hen, suddenly arous1Dg himself,
' be said:
"I must go ashore. Can I have the use of your ·
yawl to carry me to the wbarff"
"Yaw."
"We will go, too," added Dick. "Mynheer, we
have bad a very lively vi•lt hne this ,~ime, but I atrh
, sorry you have bad so much trouble.
"Nein. It vas not drouble-it vas foon."
"But you have had no sleep."
" Acb I I goes to sleep und I •leeps two, three
days alreaty, ven you vas gone. I can sleep ven it
' is all rlghdt, und I can stay avake ven It vas all.
I righdt sure."
. .
Mynheer Van der Straten replaced bis pipe in bis.
mouth and putfed away quietly, witb the air of a .
: man who had the best of the argument and did not
tplnk it worth while to talk any Tonger.
".Here is the . boat," said. Dan, who h!'d been lm1I patiently
watcb1Dg the deliberate motions of the·
two sailors who were getting it ready. "Come, boys;.
let's get ashore."
"We shall have to use Al Cratty to pitch. this·
afternoon, I suppose, as you say y~u have busmess
to attend to to·day." observed Dick Wor~b , as the·
three stood on the wharf watching tee sailors rowIng with steady stroke back to the scl·oonH, .,.here
a cloud of smoke rising from the skipyer's pipe
could now be plainly discerned In the stil summer
air.
"Yes; I should like to have pitched the game for
you, but-I cannot. As you have seen, 1 have
another profession besides that of .ball-playing. and
tre,..ndous interests are involved m the task I have
in !!and."
"A big robbery, eh?"
"Yes, and-murderJ 0
"Murder?"
"Yes; but, never mind. I will see you this evenDOUBLE-CURVE DAN NONPLUSEJ".
ing. after the game, and I wish you success."
"Thank you. I hope you will have success in,
'Tm: officer turned toward Dick Worth with a
smile of triumph oa bis face as Dan Manly chided ' your undertaking, whatever it is." said Dick Worth,
heartily, for be bad taken a strong fancy to the
him.
"What did I t ell you about bis disciplinef Ain't
he a dandy. I tell you, he is business all through . Y~1;1~'fn~~t~t~:s Double-Curve Dan's solemn reJust fancy a man bemg brought back from the sJ>Qnse.
.
He thought of the falrloung i:irl in the house of
grave, as you may say, and then going for m e b 0 cause l hadn't exactly obeyed ordel'fl. I guess he'll mourning, and bow be ha promised to aid her ID
have me suspended for a couple of days, or some- securing vengeance for her brother's blood, a11d bething. I sbouldn'& be at all surprised. I don't care re~ated to himself:
'Amen , with all my heart I"
if be does He's the best man ID the detective service, and everything that be says goes with me."
He could not talk about it, and be had not evez:»

corpse.
·
"What are you doing that for!" asked the policeman. "Don't ,vou think be is dead."
•·Nein." replied the skipper calmly.
"Not deadf" cri~d Dick Worth, as he dropped-on
his knees by the side of Dan Manly's inanimate body
and placed his hand over his heart inside his shirr.
"Nn, by heavens I 1 can feel bis heart bt'ating."
"Rub some of dis on his heart," suggested the
skipper handing the bottle to Dick.
For ten minutes they tried all the remedies known
to them for reviving the apparently drowned, and
were finally rewarded by bearing a faint gasp from
the patient.
"Hurrah I" yelled Lionel, in ecstasy.
"What's this f There is blood on him," said Dick.
"Yes, here is the trouble. He bas been cut on
the arm in two places-not very deep. though, in
either, fortunately. We'll soon fix this."
The policeman was speaking an,1 tearing up· bis
pocket handkerchief. the while. He bound np"tbe
cuts which Steely Williams's knife had made, and
which had b~en kept from Dan's heart by the 10terposition of bis arm &t the critical moment.
When Steely had pushed him Into the river, as he
supposed to certa!n death, Dan bad managed to
cling to a Jog that had happened to float by, and
though _he had lost con~ciouSDfSS, hlld i_nstinctively
beld to 1t and been carried out mto the .nver with hlS
mouth and nose above water.
It was a narrow escape, and one that Steely WUIiams little s "spected.
"How are you now, Dan?" asked Dick, at last, as
the young d <tectlve sat up in a dazed condition and
looked around him. '
Mynheer Van der Straten put the bottle of
schnapps to Dan's mouth, and the young fellow revived wonderfully.
He seemed t-0 i<et his Ideas together and to i:ealize
thcroughly where he was, for looking at the police
oftlcer wbo knelt at bis side, his brows contracted a
little, and he demanded, in a weak, but diSipleased
voice:
•·Why didn't you obey orders and take off your
uniform.f"
-CHAPTER XII.
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Double-Curve Dan.

'told Dick Worth and Lionel Lacey about the tr&g~y that had been enacted so near the ball grounds,
· and ot which tbey evidently kuew nothlog.
Lionel Lacey was stanoing at the edge of the
dock, trying to satisfy himself as to wliether the
wearer of that blue print •pron, who stood oo a <;Pil
or rQpe on the deck of the De Ruyter, was wavmg
her handkerchief t " Wm in particular, or only to
th., party in general.
"Shtl gave me a look that she CPrtainly did not
mean fo r any one else," he muttered " just before '
we left the ship. W~ll, l'IJ find out befor~ I am
much older. Lisa! ·wllat a pretty Lame, I should·
like her to s~e me catch a game."
The young man sighed heavily, as Dick Worth
took him by the arm and led him away, and bis lest
gllmce was at the fluttering hanrlkerchicf1 wbich
st1ll might be meant for Dick as much as rnr himselfior even for Dan Manly, for th1t matter.
'' wish she had explained to me what th· waving
of her handkerchief was to mean," h e grnmblerl,
for he was already deeply in love with the pretty
Lisa.
' · Now for the passage 3gain," thought Dan, when
the young men had departed, leaving l.Jim standln;;
on the 1vhurf. "1t cannot be very far from bere,
but my bra.in i• not as clear as usual, I nm afraid."
He wal :rnd out of the wharf, and after a little
troulJle founJ th!lt in which the entrance : o the
underground approach to Cbromo Castle was situ:ited. Business was in full swing, and he bar! to
nwait bis opportunity to find the iron plate, lift it,
ar.d let himself iuto the bole.
He accomplished this at last, however, without
discovery, Once in the passa~e, with the iron cover
closed down, and be fdlt safe.
He felt in his pockets for weapons. H e found
that his clothes hac\ all been carefully dried, aod
t '1at he bad not lost any of bis P"1-sonal possessions.
ilis knif~ was i.1 its place, and bis revolver, which
; Jiuwed that it h :1d been taken apart, cleaned and
Gil~di was in bis belt under bis coat, and with the
six c iambers loaded with fresh cartridges.
•·Mynheer Van der Straten you are a man in a
:ie able to repay you
toousand. Perhaps I suall 1
' u! ne time or other. A memb ·r of the Secret Police
Service is not a bac\ friend to have," be muttered, as
he prPssed on toward Chrorno Castle.
"What b ecame of Mr. H etherington? I am afraid
it wen I bard with him. I never saw him after that
~h"-devildroppec\ the hot coalsonpoorCon'shead.
H uw can I ever face Ac\a again if 1 go to tell her
l hat she is parentless, as well as brotherless."
Double -Curve Dan was brave, as we have seen,
but at the thought of this he pressed bis two hands
to his forehead ancl groan~d alouJ.
Then, with nn efl'ort, he strung up his nerves and
r;rittec\ bis teeth, as ha 1·1•solvc<.1 to push the bunt
fot· the villain who had slain the bright young boy,
if he bad to follow him to the very center of the
t'arth.
T .:e plank bridge was reached nt last.
Dan reconno1ter1 •d carefuliy from ihe gloom of
the pas"age. He <.lit.I not wi~h to ohow himself too
c!l:·elessly. A place like Chromo Castle was likely
to be all eyes no1v that i<s occupants I.tad found that
its w1s known to the P<' lice.
•·Not a sound nor a sign. Well, I did not expect
that there would be. But they may be inside thero,
notwithstanding. I wish 1 had not come alone.
nut still, it would not be policy to let too many
people k '. ow of this place. It may be useful to me
in the future. These sort of retreat~ often make
nice traps for croolts to wn.lk into, I've nor iced."
Double-Curve Do.n tbns pursueJ his me<litations
as be stood back in the pa•sage and took bis revol''er from ' his belt ready for action. He was not
afraid of maldng a noise by <liscbarginJ? his pistol.
It would not be a baJ thing- for him, perhaps, if attention wera attracted to !Jim. '- "•ith the scoun'.lrels
·
he was after it was a different thing.
He stepped bolJly out 011 the brid;;e and waited.
No one appeare I from the shanty, and no belligerent mov~ was mad" by its occupants.
The young detective did not. knock at the door.
Instead, he l et himsdf down from the bridge upon
.a projection that would have wen hardly nuticed by
a casual vi•itor, and by means of other projections
that formed a shor flight o · steps, found himself on
the platform bv which be bad, the night before,
reached the "West Duor."
Without hesitation he seized a short iron bar,
booked at the end, which wa< secreted b~neath 1be
planks of the platform, ancl which be had learned,
by previous experience, was the' key" to the West
Door.
HA put one ~nd of the bqr in the crack of the
trap-door, and by a sudden wrench forced it open.
The door dropped , banging by binges on one side.
Dan stood back, revolver in hand, and finger on
trigger. ready for an attack.
To bis surprise, none was made.
•·um! J\1isch1efl" be muttered. "People who
live in places of this kind are always the more dangerous when quiet."
What should be do? He was obliged to confess to
himself that he was in a quandary.
Snould he climl> up to the bridge again and try to
bring them out to the door there, retreating into tbe
dark passage as soon as be had thundered at the
·doort
The Idea seemed to be a good one, and for a moment he was disposed to adopt it.
llut Double·Cnrve Dan dld not like to be beaten
in any hne of action that he bad once adopted.
' Therefore te resolved upon a bold course.
Placing hi~ revolver in his belt, he drew bis bowieknife, as bei1'<? hn.nuier to use at close quarters, and
placed his foot upon the first r f the sluts nailed to a
po~t, which made a !add r to the West Door,

I

He fully expected that as soon as his head was
through the hole in the floor above him, he would
be attacked by the desperadoes in tbe castle, but he
determined that it be could only keep bis rigllt
baud tree, he would make it interesting for his assallants.
He thought of Ada Hetherington and bis oath to
bunt down her brother's murderer. Thll thought of
her fair face, and of the trust s11e baJ reposed in
him, made hi n forget all dnnger. Like a cat lle ran
up the rude ladder and climb~d in the Castle.
'l'he shutter to the window was tightly closed, and
the room was in darkness save for th~ little light
that came up by way of tbe West Door.
Dan looked hastily arouud in the gloom, but could
not discern anybody.
Drawing bis revolver, and placing his back against
the wo.11 nearest the river, he edgeJ along until ne
reached the window.
With a sudden movement he threw open the shutter and Jet daylight into the room.
It w IS mltr ly emp ;y !
Dan ran to the cupboard by which llfag Mullins
hac\ been wont to reach the little lookout window
over the bridge.
It was locked, but. D!ln easily forced the door with
bis knife. There was no one there.
"Gone I" Le exclaim eel aloud. "Every one of
them. Mr. H etl.H:rington and Con I Where are
th_e_y!"
Hastily b3 SParcbed every nook and corner of
Chroma Castle, in•ide an.I out.
He di•covcrP.d the boat fastened up under the
fl oor, and laid bare all the secrets of the placd. All
except one. The papers and money stolen from the
Hetherington Bank w. re no longer in the hidingplace under the !loo<-, to which Bili CrnnQh had rllferred as the safe, and of which Mag Mullins bad
sePmed to b•, t.he cuslodian.
Double-Curve Dan's brow grew dark as he stood
in the C.:astle and realize<l thc t the precious scoundrels had escaped him, anc\ bad perhaps dealt foully
with the bank' r and the little Irisl.Jman.
"You have stolen a base on me this time, Wilfred
Noel," be mutt er~d as be looktOd aroun<.!, "but I'll
catch you on tbe fly end win tbe game yet, as sure
as my name is Dan Manly I"
-CHAPTER Xlil.
A. nEVlLJSH PLOT.
WHEN Hilly the Buffer r <oceived· the crack on his
skull that sent him tumbling down the ladder from
tho West Door, Steely Williarr.s was so taken by surprise that be could only stand and look at bis prostrate fliend, without tendering any assistance for
·
the m oment.
Then the face of Mag Mullins appeared at the
opening, and her harsh tun . s, calling him by name,
broke tbe spell.
"Steely1 come up here."
the trouble!"
"Wbat 1s
"Nothing particular. 1" Bill dead?"
She asked tbis last question with such provoking
coolness that it was hardly to be wondered at that
Mr. Crancb, who wa.s sit! ing on the platform rubbing
his head, should feel somewhat inthgnant.
'- !Jead-nothin'," be growled. "I bdiev~ you'd
be glad ef I was dead ,rou she-devil. You gtt meaner every day you liv ... '
"Whai's that?" croaked Mag, as she flourished
her favorite weapon, tbe iron bar, threateningiy.
"Oh, notbin'. I was only sayin' as you was the
sweetest critter I ever know, that's all," returned
Bill.
·•Come up here, Steely. I want to show vou
something,' said Mag, ignoring tbe fallen Cranch.
Steelv hastily climbed the lacl~er and stood by tbe
womad's side In th« room.
"The1e be is. What do you think of him?"
!'\he pointed as she spoke to the unconscious form
of the banker, wbicb lay stretched upon the floor at
Steely's feet
"Lucky thing for all of us that l am handy wi•h
this chunk of metal, or I believo be would have laid
out the whole gaog. He bad been waitin<t up here
for us. lt ain't often you find a man of his kind,
wbose hardest work is sitting in an offic<', cutting off
coupons, as full of fljtlit as tu is fellow."
"He made Crancb s head ache," '>bserved Steely
Willi~ms, calmly. "But that don't matter."
"Not a bit."
" Exl\ctly. But what are we going to do with this
individual?" askPd Williams, kicking the body of
the banker roug-l.Jly, in mere wanton crudty.
Ere Ma~ could answer a loud splash was heard,
followed by an exclamation from !Jill Craocb.
' · What's that?" exclaimed Steely. ''Has Cranch
tumbled into the river?"
•·Darn that Irishman I He's gone!" broke In the
voice of Billy tbe Huffer, llith an oath or two attached.
··Where's be gone!" demanded Williams.
"Jumped into the river, that'; all I know."
•·Why didn't you watch himt"
"I was watching him, but I rlidn't ~uppose he was
going to sprawl himself into twenty feet of water
and get away, especially when he seemt>d so anxious
to keep out of it before," said Cranch iu injured
tones.
.. You're a fooll" declared Mag.
Perhaps Mr. Cranch agreed with the lady. At all
events. he did not contradict her.
Steely Williams went down the ladder to the platform and looked out into the river.
"There he is," cried Bill, eagPrly. " See him,
tiohbin!f along between those barges out there.
Durn his picture, he swims like a duck."
"Throw me down some pieces of coke," command~d Steely, looking up at MagJ who wa.s peering
through the trJp from the room anove.

"Here, throw these at him," suggested Bill.
"Her?'s hi• boots. 'l'be skunk kicked them off in
the excitement, aad we never noticed !Jim. That
accounts for his sv.immiu' so easily."
Steely picked np one of the boots, and poising it
in !Jis haLd m about tbe same 11 ay that be had many
a time held the ball in a game , suddenly let it fly at
Con's red head.
A boot is not as eas~ a thing to throw ns a base-ball,
and St~ely Williams's aim, though true, was diverted a little by tlle awkwar<l shape of the missile. The
boot missed Con's bead by L>emg about a foot to the
rill ht.
·Curse him I I'il catch him thi• time," hissed
Str-ely, as he took up 1he other boot and prepared
to lauacb it at the escaping Jrighman.
"I'd give five dollars to Fe•· you fptcb him." observed Bill Cranch, who hnd forgotrcn the peril in
which tbey stood, and in fact, everytliing elre, in bis
'I interest in Steely \\ illiams's $kill as a n111rksman.
"I uill fetch i.im," declarer! th~ other, gritting his
teeth. "I never saw ai:ythlng weigbin::! under ten
pounds that I coul ln't put just where I wanted it."
He turned the boo ; m·er nnd over in his band tn
secure just the hold upon it that be desired, end
took a Jong- look at C.:on's head, bobbing up and
down in the moonh;;bt, a goodly distance away by
this time.
Suddenly the boot went whizzing through the air
straight for its mark.
Con turned at this instant, saw the boot coming,
and-dived.
Steely Williams's aim had heen true this time,
for the boot struck thll water at the very •pot o.-cupiecl by the Irishman's head a few seconds bef«re.
Nothing but bis droppiug under water saved J1i111
from a blow th~t would J?robably have rendered
him senseless, aml resulted m bis drownir.g.
"Och! Be jn.bers. Ye are a fine < ne,"n<' spluttered, as he appeared on the •urface ag~in. and
looked back at !Jill Cranch and Steely. ·•Can't ~o
let a gintlemn.n take liis morning bath widout tbryi in' to sca<e the daylights outen 1im?"
"Give me a piece of coke, Mag," howled S'.eely,
beside himself with rage.
'fbe ha~ hastily handed him a lump as big ns bis
fis1, but it was 100 late. Con l:!ld swum around a
barire, and was out cf sight.
·•He'• gone, sure I" observed Crancb philosopbically. Nuw, wliat ?"
"\Vhy, to g-d away from this in short order.
That's whutJ.of course," broke in the voice of 111ag
l\Iullins. " ttere's hi~ Money· bags up here, waking
up. too. Yuu'd better com~ up, Steely."
S eely Williams diet not answer. He simply
c!imbed the lad:ler nm! entned the Ca"tle.
Mr. Hetherington was sitting up on the tloor, lookin!\ from one to the other.
'Yon vilbin !" hP exclaimed, as he r ealized thnt
Steely Willi3ms was the Wilfred Nod who bad slain
/
his son.
Steely's fingers pin.yell with the handle of the cl irk
that lay conc ' aled in his sleeve. but he re,trained
himself. Murder.·r as he was. he did 1101 tle<ire to
add another crime to his list, unless J,e was oblil?l'd.
"There is nothing to be gained l.Jy bard words,"
he •aid.
·•How can you look me in the face?" <IPmanded
the banker, as he sprung to his feet, and seized the
other by the throat.
Steely Williams shook himSC'lf, and Bill ('ranch,
who bad followed him up the ladrter. threw his
arms around Mr. Hetberinglon's waist and pulled
him a woy.
·• S'love hhn In here," suggested J\1ag. in her
matter-of-fact way 1 as •he opened the little cupbonrd where the laoder Jee\ to 1he lookout.
Bill Cranch ·did so, and the <.oor being locked, the
'!
tbrt'e worthies l.Jeld a hasty couudl of war.
"There's the ran·c'o at the Palisades," observed
, Bill. .. That is safo for aw bile."
"Yes, anti it's a Iii Ue nearer Sing Smg than
Cbromo Castle," said Mng. g1 iml.•·.
·•Never mind about that, Mag. You're alwals
a-savio' s<imething uncomforlnbr.. "grumbled Bil.
•·How can we get 1here!" asked S•e~J:v .
"Yes, and wl.tat in thunder are we to do wilh that
noisy cuss in there." added Bill. pointing to the
door of the cupboard at which the banker was bauginr, and kicking lustily.
'We can get there easily enough." declared 111ag.
"And we can B< on stop his noise," said Steely
with a scowl, a• he showed his dirk-knife for a moment with a significant movement.
•·Needn't do that, Steely. It's daugerous. I have
a better scb~me," remarked Mag.
"What Is 11 t"
"\\·e can take an early train at Forty-eeoond
street for Yonkers in the morning."
"Well!"
"When we get there 1'e know where our skllf Is
lyin<t, don't we~"
"Yes. Well!"
"We can row across the ruin to the ranch on the
Jersel sidP."
"O course. That Is all right. But what about
that old cuss in there?"
Take him with us."
"Tnk..-him-wi1h-us?"
"That is what I sakl."
"But-how? We nevet' can do that, unless we
want to bring up in a police-<itation, all three of us.
Why, you must be crazy."
"Not at all. It'~ a~ easy as-as-the Irishman
jumping Into the river."
"Confound the Irishman I But how can we take
old Hetherington? What's your plant"
•·A very simple one. You and Bill are ofllcen
attached to a private lunatic asylum over in Jene~
and-"
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"B)" gracious! I see it!" brokE in BiJ\, slapping
"Wouldn't we? You'll see! Ha.' There's some- reg'lar dthriver, an' I kim here wid tb~ hack. T~e
bis tbigb.
body at the door. Wbo is it, Mag?"
reg"lar dthriver was some place or 1ther gettin
•·Ob, you do, eh?" sneered Ma!'. ••Well, it isn't
The woman hostily reached the lookout in the dhrunk I !luess an' they'll have me arrested
very often tbat yn" can s"e anything."
cupboard, and cri~d:
for st•aiin' tbe hack, I s'pose, an' I don'tcare. Hur·' Go on," said St•ely.
"Wby, it's Bill, back already. And he'sgottbe root
dis". ed
"\\"e are taking a poor lunatic to this private asy- coachman wirh him."
Con Joyce delivered himself of the~e
JO!Dt
!um. You and Billy are officers, and I am a sister ot
'·Good t Now, l\lr. Hetherington, you make the sentences in a perfect whirlwind of txc1temeot, and
the patient going along to see that be is not ill- least nois" fr('m the tim~ you leave this placP, and taking Ada by the band, dragged her down the
treated, and that the room he is to bave at the dSY· it will mean-this!" "hispered Steely Williams, Eteps toward the vehicle.
!um is comfortable anc.l well furnished. And I am flashing bis knife before his captive's eyes. •·Open
•·Ada!" cried her ratber's voice. as having torn
all broken up over my poor brother's affliction. the door, Mag."
the shawl from bis face by a superhuman effort the
I cannot bear to have µeople lo king at him, and l
banker. leaned out of the door and recognized his
won't let anybody talk to l.im, Lecau•e it excites
CHAPTER XIV.
daughter.
.
him, and makes bim much worse. Do you s~e?"
THE Bil'KER IN VERY BAD HANDS.
Ere he could carry out bis intention and sprmg
The three joined in a hearty laugh. and BiU
"HERE we are," said l:!ill Crancb.
from the hack, he was violently p_ul.led back, the
Cranch. standing- back a littlt>, looked at the charm·
He led in n man dres•ed in the ordinary garb of a door shut with a bang, and Steely Wilbams ~ho bad
ing Mrs. Mullins from heatl to foot, nud exclaimed New-Y vrk hackman, with a large ov~rcoat envelop- air<ady mounted to ihe driver's seat, s~1zed the
rapturously:
iug him nearl7 10 his feet and a slouch !tat pulled reins and wbip and lashing the horses with all bis
"l\Iag, you're o. daisy. that's what you are, and down over his brows. As if this were not enough mii.:ht drove the carriage furiously a:way.
I'll have to make you Mrs. Cranch some clay, as o. concealment, he had a big blu" handkerchief tied
"All ,right, Mr. Retllerin~ton .. This means more
reward for all your smartuess. Yon'r" a ornament i over bis chin into wbich h" bad sunk his features trouble 1or you. Curse that lnsbmaD I I don't see
to your sex. an' o. credit to human natur'."
until nothing but the tips of bis nose and a pair of how we could have allowed ourselves lo be fool<:<f
"Shut up," was the gracious response.
restless eyes were visible.
by him. I'll make it bot for that fool of. a ;Bil<
"Your plan sounds very 1vell . but I do not know j The two men stood by the door as soon as they Crancb, too, when I get safPly throul?h this Job.
exactly how we are going to get tbrQUl?h the streets wt·re admitte<l into the Castle, while billy the Buffer 1 can't atford to do, it now, though. I must keep
of New York and into the railroa<l c•rwithout bdng 'I explained his spe dy return.
friends with everyoody for a wbile. But I am
stopped. Then, besides, l have no desire to be
"Saw tbe hack just by the wharf as soon as I l?Ot afraid my days of usefulness in this part of th&
recognized. I suppose there is a description of me out of the ~sage, an' then I found the driver wbo country are over for a~ ear or two."
.
in the hands of every officer in New York by this had some JOb on hand, and who was standing on o.
Thus musing. Steely Williams drove with the e~se ·
timP," saiJ Sre..Jy Williams, with a frown.
street corner half a block away, looking for some of a· experienced borst;man, up and down _side
•·Leave the direction of Ibis thing to me and it one, I suppose. He always was a quiet sort of fel· streets. avoiding the mam thorcuj?hfares until bewiJ\ be alt right," was l\Iag Mullins's confident ret>ly. low and I can't get him to tell me what he was out had placed eeveral miles between the hack and
•·Bit!, wbat time does the first train go out to Yon- for.I'
Murray Hill Be did not continue his fast gait
kers in tbe morning?"
''It was none of vour business." put In }19.11:. long<r than 'neces,ary to e•cape possible pursuit
"About seven o'clock."
"Tht> Order <loean't give anybody the privilege of for he wae of All things anxious to avoid notice ana1
"Seven I Tb at leaves us four ho\lrs, Bill,
asking questions of members."
an arrest for fast driving would have teen fatal tohave the carriage at the wharf inside ot ha! an
The driver. stai:ding by the door, grunted his ap- him.
.
hour."
proval of Mag Mullins's words, and Bill Cranch lookJn the carriage Bill Cranch and Mag M'!llms ~ad
The woman spoke authoritatively. She had taken ed di•gusted, as he proceeded:
between them secured the bank.r Bl?31D, tymg·
the "·hole management of the matter on her own
"Well, anyhow, I told him he had to come with bim with the ro'pe and putting the big overcoat that
shoulders.
me, an' here he is."
had been µulled o!T Con Joyce over his londs, thus
"In half an hour," repeated Bill, dubiously.
••That is enough talk." said Steely, impatiently. giving him the .appearance of lki~g confined in a
"Yes. Go straight to bis house and tell him to "Here. you Mr. Driver. whatever your name is, strait-jacket, :without any sugge~hon of cr\lelty ..
bitch up at once."
h elp this gentleman to the carriage. You under· H was not deSJrablP to make accidental spectators
"I'll g', but I bate to drag a man out ot b d at stand?"
a.ware that the banker was anything but an insanefour o'clock in the morning," grumbl"d Billy tho
The driver nodded. He did not care about wast· patient in the care of loving friends.
Buffer. "He'll be as mad as a wet hen, too, I ing words:
The shawl was not put over his head again; but a.
know."
"He's an Invalid."
wedge of wood, produced b.Y ~ill Crancb from an.
•·Never mind about bi3 being mad. He Is a mem"Oh you scoundrel t" cried Mr. Hetherington.
inner pocket, and useo by him !n fo!mer c&ses wberr
ber o~ tbe qrder, an~ it is bi~ duty to obey," rephed
"Shiit up," co'!'m~nded Mag, as she took a shawl it was necessary to keep a victim nl~~t, was ~hrust
l\Ia.~. unpatiently.
'Now, g1tl'
from a nail and tied 1t overt he banker's head, LO as ·into the banker's mouth, whence, owmg to its pe·
Bill Cranch said not another word, but dropping to prevent. his making any noise.
culiar shape, it was impossible for him to r~move it
out of sight by way of tbe West Door, made his way
The driver made a slight movement, as If to assist without aesistance.
circuitously to the bridge and dark passage that led Mag, but stopped.
"What shall we do now?" cogitated Steely •.
to the street, some blocks away.
.. Nev"r mind, I can manage him." observed Mag, "That Irishman knows all about our plans and there
He was gumg to the house of o. hack-driver In sweetly, In recognition ot the driver's politeness.
will be a dczen otl\cHs on the lookout for us at
the pay of the crooked fraternity of New York,
"Ht>'S an invalid," resumed Steely. "His mind Fortr.-second street. That certainly won't do. We·
and whose fidelity was assured by his being o. mem- Is affected, and we want to take him to the Central didn t give away where we were g"ing to take him.
ber of the secret Order so often referred to in these Depot. He Is going up in the country for treatme1.t. to, that's one consolation. Hal I have it. We'll
pages.
You understand, I suppose?"
just drivP strai1?ht out to Yonkers. OT a httle beyond.
•· That fellow bas too much to say " muttered
Again the driver nodded.
get the skiff, which Is always in its plac.e under the
Mag, as Cranch disap1;earcd. "l'm afraid I shall
"Well, take bold of him. And, Mag, you close np roLks there and row across. That will be better
have to pass him over 10 the cops some time."
the house. Bill, help the driver with the patient."
than taking the train, anyhow."
·•""hat do you say?" asked Steely o.s he shut
Craoch and the d1·iver took the banker by th e
He turned his horses which were both fresbkand
down the West Door and luoked a.round quickly.
arms and raised him to his feet. Be strugglea des· good for more than the seventeen miles to Yon ers.
"Nothing."
perately, but bound as he was, could not help him- t.ntl started them on their journey.
"I thought I heard you say som ..thing about self in any way.
Such good time did they make that it was stnr
hondinit OVl'r. It I thou,;bt tliere was the least
Jn a few minutes t.e was in a close carriage, and early In the morning when the carria!'e rattl•d
Iden. of treachery in your shriveled carcass. I'd- beingdrivPn rapid.y through the streets
thrnu(l'h Broadway in that pretty little town, and
I'?-have another dead person to answer for I" he
By bis side sat Bill Craoch, with Steely William• struck into the suburbP.
hissed, savagely.
and Mag Mullins on the opposite ~eat. The shawl
A quiet spot nb'"'e the railroad track was reached
"I didn't say anything of the kind!" declared the still covere.l his tend, but ns an additional precau- -a spot where the handsome residences were bidden.
woman, sullenly. "I'm not giving away or handing tion against rescue, the blinds were pulled down behind shrubbery and large tree• and where not a
over anything. You needn't be afraid of me."
closely, and the back had every appearance of soul was to be seen at that hour in the morning.
Steely look<'d at her for an inst~nt from beneath being empty.
Steely pulled up his horses and looked ttrcugh thehis black eyebrows, and then, with a toss of the
Before •torting Steely hnd instructed tbe driver to front window Into tbe carriage.
head. answered:
drive around the s•rce ' S bv a circuitous route so as
Bill Cranch was fast asleep, but Mag Mullin. kept
''I be:ieYe you. Excuse my bastv remark."
to reach tl.e depot about "the time the train was to a close watch ui:on tbe prisoner, and at each of ~Is
"9h, that's all right," was her careless response, start. It was not desirnblt> to have the patient in restless movements was ready to pounce upon him
adding Inwardly:
the 1tepot longer than coul<,I be helped.
.
with a short, l<andy billy that she had put in her
••But Maa Mullins never forgets hard words all
The hack bump1•<1 ancl rumbled along for a hme pocket !or a wea}Jon in the atsence of htr favoritetbe same."
until it strnck into Broadway, and rolled rapidly up iron bar.
town
"Wake him up," commanded StePly.
::Oh~ hobbled over to th~ cupboard, In which the
"Say, Steely, where is this fellow taking us? I
Mag Mullins coolly pinched Bill C~a11ch's. arm~
banker batl now ceased bis noise, and threw open don't think we want to go on Murray Hill, cio we?"
causing him to wake up with a screecbmg string. ot
the door.
"Murray Hill did you say?" ejaculated Steely. oaths that wculd surPly have attracied at.tenhon
The captive bounded out and flew at >'teely Will· "No, indeed. Wby,surse tbe fellow. He's stop· bad not the can Inge been in such a lonely spot.
iams, but the latter drew his ever-ready dirk and ping. And here's .tietherin~ton's house. What
"Shut your mc,uth, or I ' ll cut it clean around t~
kept his assailant at. bay.
does it mean-I vow-Say, who is this driver? Is be tbe back of yonr ntcK." Sllid Steely, sternly.
"Not so fast, Mr. Hetherington!" he sneered. safe!"
"Oh. all ripht, Cap. But this durmd old woman
"K ·ep off, please!"
Without waiting for an answer to his question~ very nearly bored a 11l'le in my arm."
"You wretch I I will hang Y.OU before you are a Steely Williams burst open the door of the llack ana
"I'd bcre 11 hole in your bead for two cents," re··
month older I"
•
reached tbe sidewalk, just as the driver leaping tortecl Mag, who always resented being called an old
Steely Willinms's only reply was a so.:·donlc laugh. from bis seat ran up the steps of the mansion upon woman.
At the same moment Mag Mullins, who was stand- the door-post of which swung the mournful black
"Stop quarreling there. and attend to me," inter·
ing behind the banker, thrmv a loop ot strong and white crape, insignia. of the reign of death with· rupted Steely. ·•I am a little nervous about rowin[
rope over his hPad and shoulders. and, pulling it in.
across tbe river, now in broad daylight. We don t
tight by means of a slip-lrnot, held him o. helpless
"Stop!" hissed Stee'y.
know wbo Is on our track. Our boat would be seen,
prisontr.
"Sh top yPrself." wos the reply of tbe driver, in a and we should very like1y be traced right to the·
Vainly the banker tried to release himself. Every strong brogue. ·• Phwat did re take me fer? Be· ranch If we went across now."
movement only maM.4Jje cord cut 11110 his flesh, gorra, l've cotched yez this time. sure.''
"Well?" queried Mag.
while the woman pulled 1.t it and laughed tantaliz·
•·Come back, or I"ll cut you in two," said SlPely
"Well, l think the best thing to do will be to lie
ln~ly at his efforts to escane,
savagely, seizing the other by the skirt of bis Jong quiet somewhere until dark. Then we can get
'Throw him down if be· doesn't keep quiet," sug· coat and pulling him backward.
across and be in the ranch In Jersey before anyone
gested Steely, coolly.
•· Indade an' I'll not kim back. Be jabera, it's not knows that we have even left New York"
"You infernal villain, I'll-"
Con Joyce will klm back whln yersel! orders it. now.
"Good scheme, It it can. be wor\<~d," growled'.
A nod from the evil wretch facing him, and Mag cl'ye m vind," rephed the driver as be slipped out of Billy the Bulfer wbo was still smartm_g under thedextrously threw another coil of the long rope bis long coat anil thundered ai the door.
injury Inflicted upon blm by the cbarmmg Mullins.
about• him, catchh1g him just bel0\1' the knees,
"Curae bl~! He'll bring out the whole house!"
"It can be worked," said Steely, coolly.
with the natural result of throwing him heavily to muttered Steely, aa be made a vicious lunge at the
"Where shall we go!"
tbe floor.
Irishman's back.
"I have a friend o. mile or two t>ack..in. the ccun·
"Now, stay there~" hissed Steely, bending down
He missed his aim, however. and beyond slitting try, who will do anything for Steely" 1Jhams. H&
to look Into his face, "until we are ready to take the jacket worn by the other and which, with the is an Independent old man, who cultivates his little
you away."
rest of his clothe•, was still s0aked with water, did bit of land for pleasuNI."
"Tak~ me away! Where tof"
no harm to bis Intended victim.
"Uml" observed Mag, doubtfully.
"Where to! Why, to a private lunatic asylum I
Another bang and the door opened.
"That la what people say who are casually AC•
Thnt's the best place for you,"
"Oh, Mis• Ad;.hlt's yel'!lelf Is it! Sure the bloody· quainted with hin_i," added Steely, 1lgni11cantly.
"What!" ~hrieked the b'nker, as his blood seem· molnded villains as your pap In that there convey"All I" from Biu Cranch.
Pd to turn to Ice In his veins. "You would neYer ance, an' he'• tied Uf-. an' they are goln' to murther
The forego~ con•ersatlon bad been carried on .ID
dare to do that1"
him, an' I fooled em. They thought I was the whispers at t£e carriage door, ao that the banlter
1'
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could not hear it, though Mag took care to be withThe house consisted of four rooms one behind the
in easy reach ot him should lie make any attempt otber, oo the ground floor\ !'ith a loft overhead, and
to escape. He seeme<l. however, to have sunk into the stone cellar under the .Kit'1ben.
a semi-unconscious state, and did not make any
It was comfortably though not luxuriously fur<>bjection by action or word, to his present trea&- nished, and looked like the home of a comfortable
ment.
farmer.
·
"Now." Steely Wiiiiams went on. " We will
The 1.itchen was imm ' diately behind the sitting.
drive out to my friend's house by a quiet road that room, and behind the kitchen were the bed-rooms.
I know of. put tnis gentleman in the cellar, give the
The bed in the room behind the ki •chen had evihorses some fodder, and take a few hours' sleep . dently been occupied, while the fact that a iow fire
In the evening we can drive do wn to the river a.gain still burned in the kitchen stove, an.1 that there was
in my friend's covered wagon, and-"
a loaf of fresh bread, with but ter , e~gs and other
"And fool the whole crowd, eh !" interrupted Bill materials for a meal on the table, indicated that
Crnnch ecstatically.
some one had slept in the house during the night,
·•Exactly."
and bad taken breakfast previous to a hurried de·
Not another "'ord was exchan~ed. Mag and parture.
Cranch took their places in the carnage again, and
"Mat must have had some business in town toSteely \Villiams. m ountin~ to the driver's seat. sent day, I guess, or p<>rhaps he just took a notion to go
tbe horses at a fast trot afoog ao uphill road into the out in a hurty. He's an eccentric old cuss, and is
c ountry.
likelj, to do anything, if the fit takes him," observed
Up a long hill, down into a valley, a sharp turn
to the left along a lane h ~ rdly wido;. e no ugh for the ~i'i:~J. i~tJ'~\,l~~e light wood in the stove and
ca "riage to go, up another hill and down into a
"Mag, make . some coffee. won't yon?" asked
Cranch. "We haven't had anything to eat or drink
hollow.
•· There's the house at iast," muttered Steely to since )ast nil\bt, aod I should like to sample the old
himselt. •
man's grub.'
The lovely Mullins, in her ruatter-of-fact way. did
A long, low frame building, with quaint, old-world
gables and a tall brick chimney at each end . like as Craoch requested, and soon bad a nice breakfast
sentinels. A row of poplars swa.ved io the gentle of ham and eggs and coffee reRdy.
summ~r breeze in front, shaking their green leaves
"Take some do-wn to Mr. H.," said Steely, when
and sending showers of silvery water gathered from the meal was ready. "I don't want to starve him,
the rain of the night before.
aod in fact I would rather treat him well than otherIt was a peaceful scene, and it was difficult to wise. It wasn't my fault that I killed bi• bor,. It
realize that 1t was the home of a man at war with was all the doings of that infernal Dan Manly. '
the law, as Steely bad intimated .
Dul'ing these remarks, which were addressed more
To the rll!'ht of the house and somewhat to the to himself ~han to his companions, Mai;: Mullins prerear was a barn, around which a brood of chickens pared a plate of ham and eggs, with bread and
chirped and clucked, while a couple of. comfortable cnft'ee, and waved her hand as a sign that everything
sows and half a dozen young pigs grunted in a satis- was ready.
.fied manner in an adjacent liog-pen.
Bill Cranch, obedient , to the command of Steely
Steely drJve up to the old-fashioned front door, Williams, took the food down to Mr. H etherington,
with its two solid wooden seats under the porch and and coming up. reported that he bad left it on a
called:
bencb underneath the one strongly-barred window
0
Mat!"
ihat. gave a little light to the cellar.
There was no answer.
"Is he eatin~ aud drinking!" asked Steely.
"Mat ! Confound the old fool I He al ways was
"Yes, he is now~ but at first he told m e to take it
as deaf as a post, but he must have seen th e C!lrriage al\,aw:fi\>•because e wasn't hungry."
coming. and he is not such a fool after a ll . He
knows the look of it well enough, and would never
"But I didn't take no notice. I just planked it
mistake it for any other."
down on the bench, and pointed my thumb at it to
.. Ain 't he at 11 omel" asked Cranch, putting his signify that he could eat it or leave it, just as he
head through the front window of the vehicle.
h9;p~:~~ to feel."
·' I don't know. But I soon will,"answered Steely,
getting down from bis s~at.
" He thought better of it then, for he walked up
H e banged and kicked at the door viciously, but to the bencli, and commenced on the ham and eggs
withont any response from within.
as If be wanted to choke himself, washing it down
•· Must be out." suggested Bill, in an interested with the hot coft'ee like a crazy mao ."
tone, still with his head out of the carriage window.
"Sensible," observed Steely, sententioualy.
"Sensible, eh? I don't see nothin' sensible in
" The old fooi l" ejaculated Steely. as summoning
all his strength, he put his knees and foot against eatin' aod drinkin' that way. I wants to take my
the door and pushed.
meals like a Christian."
There was a loud laugh from Bill Cranch; as the
The three worthies paid their respects to the ham
door suddenlv gave way and Steely disappeared and eggs and coffee in a business-Jilce way, and then,
headfirst into the house.
the meal concluded, Steely Williams suggested that
"You'd better not laugh too loud," was Mag Mul- tbey sbould all take a sleep until evening, or until
lins's warning. " He is in an ugly temper, and he the mysterious proprietor of t.he house came home.
uses tha t knife of bis quickly when he gets mad." .
Ma~ was given the rear room, and Bill Crancb
Bill Cranch laughed sneeringly, but be did not let and 8te· ly •brew themselves side by side npon the
S teely Williams he ar him. The dark-browed y o1111g bed in the other apartment, which, as stated above,
man managed to strik<> awe into the oosoms of his bad evidently been occupied during the night.
companions wit hout effort.
Tired out with the exciting events of the last few
H e came to the door after being absent a few hours, all were sound asleep within half an hour,
min'!tes and m otioned to Crauch to get out of the the last to succumb to the wooing of the drowsy
carriage.
god being Steely l\'illiams, notwithstanding that he
" Well, Steely, what n ow~ "
had been more ~xhausted than any of them.
"The house is empty, but we will stay here till
But the consciousness that be bad oowirrevocably
evening, anybo\v. ''
forfeited all'bope of winning the girl whose purity
"That's a good j ike. We'll keep house for old an rl beauty l>ad made so strong an impression upon
Mat to·day."
his heart ; that she looked upon him now only as the
"Bring in old Moneybags. We must make him murderer of ner brother, and that she was even
safe. Luckily I know this house pretty well . and I now helping to bunt him to the gallows, kept him
-can soon find an apa rtment for liim where he can awake, and when at last be did fall into the slumber
be undisturbed until we want him," interrupted of utter exhaustion, followed him into bis dreams,
StePly Williams, ruthlessly cutting short the Buf· and made.his sleep but a successi'> n of ni!j'htmares.
fer's raptures.
Hour after hour the three slept, bill Cranch
"All right, Cap. Mil€, kick him out of the car- snoring vigorously, .and evidently ta'.l<ing all tile
~iage. ~ '
comfort that ls to be found in a heavy slumber aft.r
hard work.
CHAPTER XV.
The sun was getting low In the heavens when a
DAN llAKES A DOUBLE PLAY.
man , wrapped in a large cloak, bis face p ...rtly COD·
"You are never going to keep m e in a place like c eeled by the flapping brim of a wide felt hat, came
this. are you?" exclaimed the banker in horror, as hobbling down tlie road and walked into the p orch
five miuutes later. the ga~ having been taken from of the house.
his mouth, he was thrust into a dark cellar that
H e carried a thick walking-cane in his hand, with
appeared •o have been he wn out of tne solid r ock.
which h e banged on the door three or four times.
·•What's that!" cried Steely \\;illiams as, knife in
' Yes, sir, thi" is where you wit! have to stay for a
1'.ew hours. I am sorry th•t I cannot give you a bet- hand, he sat up on the bed and listened.
He had beard the knocking in his sleep, but had
t er room, hut I have to look after my own safety
you know." answered Stee ly Williams, who with not realized just what It was.
Cranch and Ma 11: Mullins, bad brought the prisoner
Another banging at the door told him what had
down th e stone st eps from the kitchen above.
disturbed him.
H e leaped from the bed, and punching the snoring
Mr. Hetherington looked at the young ruffian for
a moment .. as if see kin.2: in his face some sign of Cranch in the side, soon had that gentleman es wide
human feeling. Then. turning away, he murmured awake as himself.
to himself. as the tears welled to his eyes: "My boy I
"Somebody at the door, Bill," he whispered.
h'Ju~~b~tly:n.!'8f y~~ebe ~t~fih~~~~~~.~be few
:: ~:~i. whaL of it1 Does he-want to come in?''
Steely overheard the words. and, wincing slightly,
"Well, let him in if he's safe."
he frowned and walked up the stone steos, bidding
Steely ran into the front room, and peeping
his companions follow him.
•
through the slats of the shutters at the window, saw
"Fasten that door with the bar as well as the the figure standing in tbe porch and just raising his
bolt," be commanded, but without looking around.
stick to bang again at the door.
"All right. Uap." r esponded Bill, cheerfully. He
' · Well, that's" joke on me," h e exclaimed. with a
h nd noc committed a murder, anj such a simple laugh. "It's old Mat himself, trying to get into his
proceeding as keeping a New York banker a prisoner own house. Open the door, Bill."
for a day or two gave him pleasure, If anything.
Craoch ob(>yed, and the old man stumbling loto
The c!oor was secured m the manner indicated the room, threw himself upon the sofa just as he
and a trap at the top of the stone steps, which was I was, cloak and hat and all, and asked for a drink of
in fact part of the kitchen floor, was sl.nt down and water.
laatened with two sunken bolts.
I The shutters being closed tho room was in &"loom,

'tt

but Cranch, wilo had ne'lter met Mat before, saw
that he was a little old maB. with a decided bump on
bis back, and that be was not of a•vcry sodable dis·
position.
' "Get him ~ome water, Bill," commanded Steely
Williams.
Billy the Buft'er went for the water into the yard,
where a pump ira ve promise of a cool draught.
"Well, Mat, we have taken possession of the house
but we are going away again at dark "
"Yes, I htard aoout you," was the reply in a
wheezy whisper.
''The deuce you did l Who told you?"
" Never miud. I heard it."
"Your asthma is just as bad as ever, eh!"
" Just as bad," wheezed Mat, turning himself over
on tho sofa, so that his back was toward Steely.
•·You're good tor anumberofyearsyet, tLoughl,.
said Steely, encouragingly.
" Ob, yes, I hope so."
•· Durn your old picture. If you live six months I
shall be surprised," was the other's comment, under
his breath.
,
"What's that?" asked Mat, ~ulckl,Y.
"Nothing, l onl;ir coughed;' addmg to himself:
·•By gracious, he isn't as deaf as he used to be, anyhow. Didn't think he could h ear me whisper."
" Here's some water,,, interruptHd Bill Cranch, as
he brought in a pitcher and handed it to the old
man.
" Thanks. What's your name?" asked old Mat,
from his sofa, trying to wake out bill Cranch'e features, apparently, in the !;loom.
"Mr. !:'mith," replied Bill, with a laugh.
" Mr. Smith! Ab yes; hopeweshallbecomebetter ac~uainted. I have taken a fancy to you, Mr.
:Smith.'
Bill did not seem flattered by this preference of
old lllat's, for he tried to withdraw bis band from
the grasp of the other, who bad taken hold of bis
fingers as he spoke, and beld them with a grip of
iron.

"You shake hands pretty bard, Mr.-Mr.-Mat,"
said Bill Crancb. "You must have been very strong
when you were young."
"Pretty well-pretty well. Mr. Smith. I guess I
could hold my own, Mr. Smith."
"And you can do it now, can't you?" put in Steely
Williams.
"Yes. Steely, I can," was the quick reply, given
in a voice strlmi::ely free from bis usual wheeze•
"Craoch, go out to the stable and attend to the
horses, will you! We must start before long," said
Steely. "I will go dow'n and see how our man is in
the cellar."
"What man!"
"Ob. somebody who needs country air," answ~r
ed Steely, significantly. "So I am going to take
him to our summer re<ort in J ersey, to remain
while I transact some business oo the other side
of the Rocky Mountains, or perhaps further than
that."
'· Ah!"
"I suppose you don't care to know all the particulars, P.h, Mat! I knew you were all right, and that
if I came h ere in the name of the Order you would
make us welcome."
" Sure. But-what's his name?"
" Hetherington."
The olcl. man on the·ilofa started.
"You know him, of course," obserTed Steely;
"but you didn't think I could persuade t.lm to leave
New York and spend a day in your cellar, did you?
Well, it is his own fault. He forced himself upon
m e, and I was compelled to entertain him. That's
a11."
"Yes, yes; .I see. You're a great Ste1-ly," said
the old man. "You are going down to take a look
at blm. ch? ru go with you ...
" All rid1t. Come alon~."
And Steely Williams without wasting any more
words, turned and left the room, followed by the
old man.
ft was quite dark now, and Steely fumbled about
for a light.
"Thouirht I saw a lamp in the kitchen. Where
do you keep your matches, Mat?''
"Pull up the trap and go down the steps. I have
a bull's-eye lantern here that we can use," was the
response.
Steely did as the other requested, and Mat drew a
dark-lantern from beneath his long c1oak, and followed down the steps.
"What are ·you shutting down the trap for?"
asked Williams. "It's as dark as pitch in here
now,,'
"Open the door of the cellar. 'i'hen you'll have
plenty of light. Besides. my lantern is alight."
Mat turned a stream of light on the bolts and bars
of the door as he spoke, and his companiCSl opened
the door and went into the cellar.
Mr. Hetberin~ton was sitting on the bench undet'
the window, his arms folded. and apparently in
deep thoui::M. He started as be s1tw his visitors.
"What do you wRntl How much longer am I to
stay in this place!" he demanded, as the flash of the
Ian.tern fell full on bis face.
"We have come to take you out now. We want
you to go for a little ride with us," answered
Steely.
"You shall pay dearly for this " returned the
banker. trembling with rage. "Such an outrage
cannot take place in New York without being fol
lowed by swift pun(shment. There are men who
will. soon hunt you down. They know that you are
instrumental in keeping me from borne. and-"
••I presume that you refer to Mr. Manly-Double·
Curve Dan. Well he is safe enough. Don'i you
trouble about him. 1'

Double-Curve Dan.
========================================================================================================================·=========
"This is the g en tleman you want to ta..~ er to and striking her full on the back between the
shoulders, doubled her up like a jack·knife."
Jersey, ls it, St~elyf " wheezed Mat.
"Arrahl now ye spalpeen, 1 thought as I c'n'd
" Thts is the gentleman. "
fetch y ez," crie.d a cheerful voice, and Con Joyce
"How are you going to take him ?"
"Ob. I suppose we shall have to submit him to jumped into the cellar.
l:lill Cranch in surprise, release<! Dan for an instant·,
the inconve nience of a rope and J?ag. I am sorry to
b " compelled to adopt such extreme measures, but and the youni:: m a u sprung to 1'is i'eet.
''Oho ! Muster Dani Isthatyeself! Och, begorra
his turbulent ma nner r end··rs it necessa ry ."
I ain't had so much divarsion since I left the ould
" You villain I" shouted the banker.
Git out, y e dhirty spalpeen,' ' be added, as be
•od.
"What's t hat?" exclai::ied Steely, savagely, balfflred a shot from a revolver so close to Bi!iy the
drawing his dirk-knife.
Buffer
's head as to make that gentJeman drop to the
"Keep cool, my boy. keep cool!" wheezed Mat.
u Haru words n e ve r brok e any bones."
floor inn hnrrv.
•
up· your hands, Crancb. The game is
k~~!.ou ''ft ,;~b;·;~ 0tn~,~~~~e ~\';~f.· r eplacing his up." "Throw
commanded Dan ste rnly, as he took another
"Ot course you were. But-see here. I have pair of ha ndcuffs from bis pocket.,
something better than r opP, to fasten him. What do
Bill Cranch he:.itated, and then, flying at Dan
y ou think of tbese f"
again threw him down.
Ma t produced a pair of nickel-plated handcuffs,
" Now, shoot, if you want to," he 1,elled to Con.
and held them toward Steely .
' 'Not by a durned soight. i'a1th , I'd jist as
" Hold the lantern a minute. and turn the lights loike ly to be hittin' the wreng wan, d'ye moind."
on them, so that I can show you how they work,"
" Look .out. Look out! Watch him, Con." cried
-continued the old man .
Dan. breathlessly, M h e rolled over and over in his
Steely took the lantern, and Mat opened the hand- sttu!l"gle with Cranch, but manageJ t-0 see what was
cuffs and held them in the light.
going on . n otwithstanding.
"Ain't they pretty?''
" Watch what? I don't understand yez." returned
"Ye&, very good. Where did y ou get them f" .
Con, bewild~red, as he still sought an opportunity
"Ob, I always keep such thini:s handy. One to put a bullet into Billy the Bulfer without injuring
n ever knows when they may be useful."
the young detective.
0
That's true."
"8hut ye r mouth," put in Cranch. as h e managed
"Yes, suppose you get in a tight place with some to get bis knuckles into Dan's throat, nearly strangfellow, and you are afraid tbat be may give you ling him.
trouble, why- L ook out for that lantern.· h bas a
.
A noise on the steps made Con turn.
habit of faUing apart. It's pre tty old. Take both
Och I Begorral That murtberin' villain Is gettln'
bands to it."
aw n.y . Well, now. kim right back."
"How do you mean. H ow can It fall apartf"
H e tired a shot .but the only result was a mocking
<LSked Steely, as b e put bo•h hands to it.
) augh from Steely Williams, who had r eached the
··Like a flash Mat snapped the handcuffs around top of the steps, and WAS just disappearing through ·
the o ther's two wrists, which were close together, as the trap into the kitchen.
u He ·s gone , begorra I" exclaimed Con.
he h eld the lantern.
A fearful oath from Steely Williams. a sudden
"No, be isn't," shouted a voice in the kitchen.
twist of Nat's foot, and the discomfited villain lay at
There was a scuflle overhead,. followed by a heavy
full length on the cellar floor.
fall. Then two young men came running down the
"What do y ou m ean by this!" shrieked Steely. steps.
·•What is your game?"
Dick Worth and Lionel Lacey!
"A game that I have won I" came back the anIn a n instant tbey ha<i thrown themselves up<Jn
i!wer, in clear, manly tones . as Mat threw off his big Cran.::h, and forced him to relea~e his hold upon the
cloa k and slouch hat, and turned the lantern full young detectlye.
upon his own facP.,
In anothe r mstant the big rufllan was wearing a
"What !" howled Steely. r.uttlng up his manacled p air of handcuffs and after being disarmed. was
bands in horror. "Impossible I It cannot be-"
left, with Steely 'i7illiams, whose dirk and other
•·Excuse me, but it 1s. Double-Curve Dan, at weapons hG.d also been removed, in the cellar.
your service.
The door was carefully barred and locked, and
everybody save the two rufllans went into the
kitchen. Mag Mullin', who was not dangerously
CHAPTER XVI.
hurt. was allowed to come up too, but Dan put a
A H OKE RUN FOR TH !:: PITCHER· DETECTIVE.
pair of handcuffs on her wrist.R to make sure of her.
"DAN I" cried Mr. H etherington, and grasping the
"What, mynheer-you here?" exclaimed Dan, as
hand of the young pitcher. " Who would have ex- he entered the kitchen. ·
pected you to b e h er e ?"
"Yawl I thought I would come," returned the
" Nev"r mind that now. Her~ is a revolver and I\ Dutchman, stolidly. ·
band.v billy. I had to be careful, or these wretches
He was sitti ng in a big arm-chair, his short clay
would have stopped my game. I got information pipe in full blast, and a large navy revolver in his
that you were he 1·e, and I came on alone, though I hand, r eady for business.
-cxpeot Con is som ewhere in the neighborhood . We
"We told mynheer where we we re going," ex·came on h orseback, and Con had some trouble in plained Lionel. We had just beard from Con where
managing bis horse. So I left him t o come a long as this man Wilfred Noel-or Steely Williams, as I unwell as he could, for I was impatient to get here."
ders tand he <'.alls bimsert-,,.as likely to be, and we
"Dan, how can I ever r epay y ou?"
Mme to have some fun. Dick Worth has a bone to
"We won 't talk about tliat now. I want to get p ick with him, I believe."
you out of this quickly. 1 don't know how many of
"Yaw, so I yust. come along. 11
the gang are about."
'
' \Well, I'm very glad to see you," said Dan,
.
__
"What about this f£>1lowf" a sked the banker, h eartily
pointing to Steely Williams, wbo had arisen and
was leaning against the wall by the side of the door.
The tale is nearly told.
Dan Manly turned the light of his lantern upon
Steely Williams, alia.s Wilfred Noel, was placed in
him as he said:
the Tombs to await his trial for the murder of
"We will lenve him here for the !?resent. Get y oung Robert .Hetherington. The career of the
over bere, Steely, away from the door. '
prisoner was laid bare, and it was shown that he
Steely obeyed s1menly, and Dan opened the door had committed several burglaries besides those at
t or himself and the banker to pass out.
the bank. He was tried and sentenced to be
As he did so somebody struck him a blow In the banged . but died three days before the time fixed
chest that staggered him, and Bill Cranch's voice for bis execution. The physicians said pneumonia,
·y elled:
but there are many who believe that he managed to
•· Not this trip, Mr. Double-Curve Dan. I got onto smuggle p oison into his cell by the aid of some of
you from the first, but I just thought l'd wait to see his pals who were allowed to see him. He d ied in
h ow far you wouill go."
the night, before the death-watch could summon
As he spoke he sprung at Dan's throat, and the assistance.
two men were at once locked in deadly embrace.
Bill Cranch and Mag Mullins were both sentenced
Cranch had the advantage of size and strength, but to terms in Sin1< Sing Prison for their part In the
Dan was as lithe as an eel, and soon twisted himself abduction of Mr. Hetherington. No other specific
out of the other's grasp.
crimes could be traced to either, but the authorities
Standing at the foot of the steps h olding a lamp will keep them under surveillance a ' the expiration
that shed a strong light all over the cellar, was Mat of their sentences.
Mullins. He did not seem to be at all excited, but
Mynheer Van der Straten and Lionel Lacey are
just waited coolly to see the result of the contest.
i:reat friends. Whenever the schooner De Ruyter is
All this took place in much less time than it occu- m New York Harbor, Lionel spends a large portion
pied to tellit.
of bis time aboard. Perhaps the might eyes of
Th"e banker sprung forward to help Dan, and at Lisa Van der Straten have something to do with the
the same instant Steely raised his hands and bron1<ht young m an's constant visits.
down his handcuffs on !\Ir. Hetherington's shoulders
Dick: Worth left the New Yorks after the death of
mi ssing his head by little more than a hair's breath. Wilfred Noel. It turned out that the latter was his
"Curse the~e handcuffs I" howled Steely.. ' · I'd C<?usin, and that the fact of bis bPing the son of
soon flt you 1f I had my h ands free. Ma g, m the Dick's father's sister was the cause of his delinname of the Order, I ask you to he!p me P'
quenciPs in the club being so leniently t1·e1ited by
The woman put the lamp on. the steps and in her the captain. Bad as Wiltred Noel was the ties of
usual unconcerned .manner, slipped up behind the relationship were strong. and Dick felt a8 if he could
banker and strn<;!k him a blow with her handy billy not play in the club any longer after the terrible cir·
that stretched htm senseless at he1 feet.
cums1ances with which it wa s now as!IOC!ated in his
Cranch had by this time got Dan in a ti.rm grip mind.
a11;ain, and was h?lding him cl.own In a corner, where
The valuable papers and money stolen from the
the young de•ect1ve was absolutely helpless.
Hetherington bank were all recovered being found
"Mag, crack his skull with that handy billy," in lllae: lllullins's capacious pocket. 'The lawsuit
commanded Steely. "Then I'll feel in his pockets involving the right of Ada to so much .valuable
for a key to tbege brac"1ets. I suppose he has one property in New York was won by her and she is
about him somewhere."
now one of the richest youtlgrwomen in the metropoTbe woma'l walked over to the corner where the lis.
two men wer~ struggling apparently with the
Double-Curve Dan still plays ball occasionally,
amiable intention of carrying out Bteely's instruc- though he is not regularly attached to a club. He
tlons, when a big stone came flying down the stairs has done much valuable work for the Secret Ser-

I

vice since be hunted down the murde'"llr Of young
Hetherington and brought a notorious critninal to
justice at tbe same tim.,, He pl.s ys ball .a s ." p~s
time, but feels that the real busmess of his life .lies
in sterner cbaunels.
He is a cor.stant and welcome guest at the houb·e
of Robett Hetl.Jerington, Esq., and tile proud banker
looks not \ mkindly upon the evident regard felt by
his daughter Ada for the brave young detective.
There will be a wedding on Murray Hill before.long ,
and tbe high contracting pa rties will be Miss Ada
H etlteringtou, 'daughter of Robert Hetherington,
Esq.: and Mr. Daniel Manly.
'!'here is a handsome monument ahove a quiet
grave in Woodlawn Cemetery , in which slee ps all
1hat is mortal or a bright young boy, cut down in
the flush of youth by a coward's l.Jand. nscribed on
tile white marble is simply the name of Robert
Hei h erini:ton, witb the dates of his birth and deafo,
but many "ho look a t the grave and read tbil inscription could tell the story so well known in New
York. that the death of the lad was promptly and
t~~i:frc:;~'li:n.by the manly young detective,
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DB The Boy Mlner11q or, The Enchantftd Ietand.
182 The
Jlunter1 or, The Struge Honemaa.
854 'l'he Jlnlt'-Jllood; <1r, 1'be Panther oft.he PJaln.t.
fl'll 'l' he Huse Hunter I or, Tb• St.e&m Pralrle Mmi.

Jlunted

BY .J. (). ()OWDRIVK.
880 8llver-Muk, the Man

o ~M yate ry.

•~old 1'-lnic; or, For Seven YeanDead.
420 The Deteetlve'• Appl"entlce; oT, A Boy Wlthoa' •

Sff!t

~ha1.1to,

the

Name.

424 Clbuta .John i <1r, Red-Hot T ime. at Ante Bu.
489 Sandy @am, the Street Scout.
1

::~ ~~-::l!.~"· ~i1f:i t~e°B!:ihlAck 8ravo.

li06

Uedl~ht )?a13fi,

the Prlntt! of th e Road.

~'1 ~t~E;:;s;.!!,. \f~~U~~Je.

636 Broa4way Bllly'o • Dlml<llty."

BY PHILIP S. WARNE.
fl'f Patent-Leather .Joe' or, Old Rat.tlesuh, &Ile Ch..,.._
J't6 Vapt.atn Arlsona1 or, Pfttenl·Lel'l.ther J oe'• Big Game.

~~~ 8::::~d:~:!1i/u:'ti!i;te~;,~h~t~1~:;~\n°V~:;1,...
8

=~= t1lti!'~1:.~~~ :r~~~eh~O~~:s~'retb~ G1en.
878 Little .Jlnso; or, the Quen Pard.
1

0

~~;j_ l\\~\~ 4:~~::J,;'• ~~:~h~~~e~~r ~'R aJ:h~·

408 Llttle J.-eather-J\reec1'efli1 <1r. Old Jumbo'1Cune.
481 Little Ah l!!lht; or, The Cune or 81ood.
4.51 Colorado Kate. A Tille of the allnet..
4811 Three .J oily PaPdo.

:l~ ~.: ~~~f:F~~J!el::l~ Reacae.
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fte Balf·Dl•e Ltltrary I• for 1ale by all newtd..- ...
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BY EDWARD L. WHEELER.
Deadwood Dll'k Novel,._
1 Dendwood Jll('k, the Prince of the Road.

r1

~g R~'fr?,\~ ~~~~~c:r~ b:,::i~::JD~~: ~l~~g~:.ance.

86 \\. lht Jvun, the Uoy C'l1rnde Duval.
42 t•huntom _\ liner; or, Deadwood Dick's Bonanza.

:'
::~:,~.·~~o~J ·i.(~k~~l!~~:~l~~~c~r~nT~: ~:;,j, of FloodBar.
18 Uemlwood Uh:k on Heck; Cir, Calamity Ji\ne, the Heroine.
1

1

11 Corduroy C'lmrllc; or, Deadwood Dick'• Laat Act..
100 Deadwood Ukl.: In J.. en<hllle.
~8: ::::~:~::ff l~~':"·~~~~~it ~.~:rhe Double Cron Sign.
129 ~~~~~vood 1'1<'k'8 Double' or, The Ghost of Gorgon'•
188 )Jlonde Hill; or, Dendwood Dick'• Home Bl\se,
149 A Gu me of Gold; or, Deadwood Dick'• Big Strike.
166 Deadwood Uiek of Dcn(lwood f or, The Picked Par'!.

Ii~ ¥~:ti:~e 1Hit-'1J!:::;,\~li :;,·~::d~~,~~~i.~e~~d: '

206 1'eo.dwood D1ek'8 .Doom; or1 Calamily Jnne'a Lad Adventure .

l~i ~::P!~~C!':t~~kS~~::' o~~~r~~~~:~~aG~;.n.

282 Gof,1-Du9t JUek.

:331~::~:::1

109 Ueadwood

A Ronurnce or Roujth~ and Toull'h"•

n1:t:: E~~ttet~~.Ibe Splr!L or Swamp Lake.
})lek'&

Oreiton.

.Hlac Deal 1 or, The Gold Briel&. of

821 Deadwood Dlek'1 ])ozen i or, The Fakir of Phantom Flata,

&47

J~eudwood

Dlc.k.'1 Ducate i or, Rainy Daya In 1.he Dig-

irmRB·

Ii& 1~::1:::~ Wfe\,~eC~:b:~d I or, The Terrible Vendetta.
1~: N::3:::: ltl:/:.•"D:!':.~:n~!~Y·
4&1 Heudwood Dick in .New 1.· ork I or, A ''Cute CMe."
480 Deadwood Diek'8 DuAt; or, The Chained Hand.
448 Deadwood JUck, ~r.

ui :!c;.'ft~:e~~ea::~~f S~a~~~d;~e~~c!o!~· g~:k"i~~;

BY T . CJ. HARBAUGH.

Full
Hand.
409 Flueh Fan, Lhe Ferrei; or, Deadwood Diclr: Ir'• Big Ronnd-

1¥ ~L~kH;dtJ-e n ~!k!! ; ~r~~h~ft~~YH~::e ;.
; 41 Ni1rht111Jale N'ot.J. or, Tne Foreat. Ca8tain1.
6

1:: ~\~!!~t~r~~;b~~~e~~~(t~Bolr.t:.:!~e~ueen.
BoL

Claim JO.
4Tl Bozeman B ill I or, Deadwood Dick Jr'• Corral.
4?6 Humboldt Uarr:r the Hurricanej· or, Deadwood Dick Jr'•
.Dog Detective.
481 Moll My"teryJ or, Deftdwood Dick Jr. in DHdwood.
4D1 Prince Pl11tol, the Kinit of 1.be Weat; or, Dea.dwood Dick
Jt''a Compad.
496 '\lonte Clrlt&to, Jr.1 or, Deadwood Dick Jr'• Inheritance.
P,::2::::~ ~Ii~:~ ~~~ft~~~~!.~~~r. Dea\b-Grlp'1 Swoop.

18B

l~;

2gg

::f ~=:t1,~ncC"1ati~'i);;!!W~!~in

of Bowl~
119 Old Wlneh; or, The Buchkin Deaperadoe..

:i ~!::~dea"Ct~t~~~~ blJ'A~a:~dda ~:~iu~~"~1~~;.aCC:~r.
ir:
117

Un

J~:~~lro~.r: ;~;; 1t,~"n~ s:ic:I~~;~ of a Great Clt.y.
GUt-l<~dsed lltek, the Spot't Deteetke,
(' lnnRmon Chip, the Glrl Sport.

}Ii N:! ":~~T,

1

1

!~~ k?:;~?~tblatkL
~tl ~~!t~:mF!~~:t: ~~adN!!cni~rk
1
..

Detective.
161 New York Nell tbe S<ly-Glrl Det.edive.
171 Nobby_Nlek of Nevadai or, The Sierrat Sc&mpl.
181 Wltd Frank, the Bucklkln Bravo.
909 Fritz, the Bound-Boy Det.ect.ive.
818 Fritz to the Front; or, The Ventrllnulat Hunter,

=~= ~1~':,~i:n:r,: ~h';' ~~ailp+::~a~:~ Arab

etec,1ve.

0

:i~ f fe~·::~!'.!!' t~~e ~~~~l~r i:~::~r.

24~ Filerra Elam'fl. Secret i or, The Bloodv Footprint..,
256 Fi'lerra Sam'* Par<l. J or, ·rhe Angel o·t Blir Vi1ta..
25H Fiilerra Sam'a Seven I or, The Stolen Bride.
aTS .Jumbo ~oe, the lkiy Patrol; or. The Rini Hein.
2?7 Jh.mver Doll, the Detettlve Queen.
981 Uenver J>oll'8 ' ' letoP7.
8M5 Denver Uoll'e Deeoy i or. Little Bi11'1 Bonanza.
891 Turk, the Hoy Ferret..
a98 Denver ])011'111 Urin; or. The Road Queen.
•DB A No. 1. 'he D1uhingToll-Taker.
808 'f,.l~a Jane, 1.bt Girl Miner~ or. the hon-Nerved Sport.

1

0

==~ f1~U:>·Q! ,1eck~~l.~ ~:;: .{.h~ ~:dt.;:e !rA~::~!t'~

c:

12::.r:~:: ~~~t.oJt!~k!1l•te~oua Mluer.
148 Man'£'.attan Jllke, th11 Bo"ery Blood.
858 Flrfit.t .. (IJaq Fred, 1he Gent from Gopher.
868 ~~r.~ka 'Im, the Gold-Gatherer l or, The LoUel'J of
818
818
882
885

889

894

400

418
4*C

434
'88

'8•

Yreka .(Im'• Prize.
N aboh lied i or, The S<>cret of Slab City,
Clool Kit. the Kini!' of Kida; or, A \ ' 1111\ln't Vflnp&ace.
Yreka ltm'• .Joker J or, The Rini• of Red Noto.
Hlcyele Ren i or. The Lion"' Llghtninr Lode,
Yreka .Jim of Yuba Dam.
Wrinkle"' t.he Nlght.-Wakh Deiectln.
Hlsk Hat Harry. the 'AIUle Ball netectln,
8a• 81al>Aid8' t.h8 Beqar-BoT DetecU•e.
Beak and Pal, Print.ti 'I>MecUT...
8a•ta Fe 8•1, t.he Slut.er.
1ea1olda
Sporklor.

'Im.

e.-. ....

1

:X~ ¥~: 0M~~e..I~i: 1D~t~::1~~~ ~~ Ti~ 1!r~~:re::r•Buily.
1

116 Ol• E<>ltpae. Trumv Card of At'isons.
826 The Ten Pardu or. The Terror of Take·Notlce.
186 Bia' Ben,.,on ; ur, The Queen or the La.~l!.O .

PltlleH Matt; 0", Red Thunderbolt '• Secret.
()ool ~Rm und Par..t i or Thi ·terrible Si.z:.
Velvet Foot., the Indian Detective.
Oaptaln CutlaH 1 or, ·1 he B1·cca.neer'1 Girl Foe.
Roush Rob I or, The Twin Champion• of Blue 81&.M: ..
The 811.ke-n J~a,.110; or, The 8.01& of Rauch Robio.
418 Felix Fox, the Boy S1>0tter.

846
85fl
886
SliJfl
896
411

Cl:/: ..

IX a:~~b1!~"ii~~e s~;.rI:r':;;!'tr~~d·, ~~: ~~r,r:tecuve.
84 ldyl, the Girl \ttnerJ or, Ro1ebud Rob on Hand.

Vlrl1ante,

¥!:.;

I~\ J;\iic~~:V~1i1 ~r~rTn~°R~1~::.~~,~~:~!:l·iea.

Y.

8 8 Cloven Hoof', t.he Buffalo Demon.
82 Bob Woolf; or, The Girl Dead·Shot.
89 Dcnth .. Fuce, Detective; or, Life In New York.
:~ Sf:!.1}~'3:.~~eJr~~,t~l~o~tnba~nt.I~~ Girl Brigand.
61 lJ.uekhorn IUll f Ot', The Red Rifle Teftm.

I ..,.neh, Jr.i or, The

l?I ~:;t~i:iNJ~~i~~~ ~~ 8~i1~ ~:~r~1.'1 Crusade.

629 Deadwood. Dlck'8 Danser Ducks.
684: Deudwood Jlick'8 l>eath Hunt.
689 Deadwood 'Dlt>k Jr. In Texafl.
R~:~~!::1 11C:k ~!· Jtjile1 "~!tfi:: Vidocq,
554 Deadwood Dlek, Jr. In Gotha1n,
661 Deadwood Dfok In Boston.
661 Deadwood l)lek, Sr. In Philadelphia.
6?2 Deadwood DleL:, Jr. In Chleaco.
6?8 Deadwood Dick, ~r. Atloat.
&84 Deadwood Ulek, Jr. h• DenTer.
&90 Uendwood Dick, Jr'f'. Decree.
095 Deadwood Dick .Jr. In Beelzebub't1 Baaln.
600 Deadwood Dlek Jr. at Coney Jeland.

Other Novel• by E. L. Wheeler.

~udfe

¥:!n!do
1th:,~in{t~~ J~cI Fr:.!'k~ec~:!:
188 Ned Temple, the Bordet' Boy.
198 ArkonAMW; or, The Qu.,~n of Fate'• Revenge.

ili R::~::::~ ll/~:: lb:::.see.

3~: B::3:::~
~~'fn ~~~~!:l~e Lay.
618 Deadwood Dick, Jr. in Cincinnati,
624 J)eadwood Dlek, Jr. In Nevada.
680 Deadwood Dick, Jr. in No Mn11''-' .L and,
686 Deadwood J)lek, Jr. Afte.r the Queer.
642 neadwood Dick, Jr. In Bu.fl"alo.
648 Deadwood Dlek, .Jr'l8. Chn8eAcross the Vontlnen&:.

6

• : : ::li\"~re'f:!~ ~~~ ~:O~~~!:k.of the regoo Tral1.
D4 Mldnlsht J aelo:: Ot' 1 The
Trapper.
,

460 f>\no Fly, of Pheniii or, Deadwood Dick Jr'_. Rackd ai

:ii

0

~=: ?:ti1°}fu~:~~~ ~heewBy~~k' :oa;~ler.

BY BUFFALO BILL (Hon. Wm. F. CJody).
8 Kan8al Kine J or, The Rerl RiJ!!'ht Hand.

.

l~ i~E~ -r:::i:h~fr!~n~~J~~~ot. of the Prairie,
68 Border Robin Hood$ or, The Prairie 8.over.
168 Faaey Frank of Clolorado; or, The Trapper'• Tnl.1t.
BY CJRARLES MORRIS.
118 WJII Somera, the Boy Detect1ve.

1

ll:
~:~!;~::~:JJet:: ;B~~~ ~~~demu1, the Do~ DeteettT..
180 Detec..tlve Dick; or, Th e Hero In Raga.
142 llan,bome Harry, the Bootblack Detect!n,

l:i
}r.~!:;:~:,r~l~~~~~fu~~h:~~~~.
157 Mike Merry, the Harbor Police Boy.
162 WlllWUdtlrelntheWooct..

"45 The City Vam:.,.tre1; or, Red Rolfe'• ?ti:1,.,n,

461 One Asain-.t Flft.y; or, 1'he Laat Man or Keno Bu.
4?'0 The Roy 8-hadow: or, Felix Fox'• Hunt.
411 The Exeebior Sport i or, The *uhinrtoo Spotier,
49B 81asfe 81Kht, the One-Eyed Sport.
509 Bra11ded llen, t.he Nia-ht

Dodcer Dick, the WhRrf-Spy Det.ectivf'.
Dodtter Dlck'11 Be11t Do~e.
Fox and Falcon, the Rowery Shadows.
Dodger Dfok, the Dock Ferret..
Doditer Dfek'8 Double J or, The Rival Boy DetecUve1i,.
Dodq;er DI<>\::'" De8perate CaAe.
Dodarer Dick. \be Boy Vidocq.
The Two ~hadows.
Dodirer Dlek'1 Drop.
J,.lttle Lon, the Street.-Sln~r Th.tectln.
610 Old Skinner, the Gold Shark; or, Tony Shsrp on Guard.
626 Tbe Cham..-plon Pard".
681 Dlck Doan, the Dock Boy Detectln.
646 Kit, the Pavement Sharp.

l'g
~1.\!:u~~ci:~3·; t~:. ~~~1°~~11irlr~ Win11 and Lo1e1.
1?4 Bo'b Uoeketti or, Mysteries of New York.

¥::

~Ag
lf~J'ee:J1:~:~no"r,R\Vlit\\~ildfire'a Revenge.
18T Freel Halyard, Lhe Life Boat Bo,\·; c.r, The Smugglers.
189 Bob Uockett; or, Drh-en to the Wall.
tff6 Shadowed; or, Bob knckett't Fight. (or Life.
206 Dark Paul, the Tiger King.
218 Jla8hin1r Dave, 'be Dandy Detective.
o:h;~~e~I~~~ t:::y~t the Flock,
235 Shadow Satn. the Mesaenger Boy.
242 The Two "Illood8 "; or, Shenandoah Bill and Hl1 Ganr.
252 Ulck J)o8haway: or, A Dakola .Boy In Chitall'o.
262 The Youna- 8harp1q nr, Rolllcldng Mtb'• Hoi Tral.L

::g '5:::: 'Jt:::.'eC:a\

:ii i:H~ fl::;8t~e~e:~~~\T.h~l'if:~~~cDetectlve.

298 The lVater.lfound; or, The Youn~ Thorougnored.
805 Darthaway, of Dakota I or, A. Western Lad ln the Quaker
City.

884
841
858
867
8'f9

408
428
428
482
468
488

Ralph Ready, the Hotel Boy Detedtve.
·
Tony Thorne, the Vagabond Detective.
The Reportel"·De.tectlve i or, Fred Flyer'• Blluard.
'\flde· Awake3oe; or, A BoyoftheTlmN.
J...arry. the LeveJerJ <lr, The Blood• of the Boulevard.
Flretly Jack, the River-Rat Det.e"tlve.
The LoAt Flncer J or, The Entrapped C"'hter.
Fred Flyer, t.he Reporter Detective.
lnvlnclble Lo•an, t.he P1nkert.on Ferret.
Billy Brick, the Jolly l'"qaoond.
Wide-Awake .Jerrv, Detective; or, Entombed Alive.
De.teetlve Dodse i or, The Myatery of Frank Heart,..

4T9
481! Wild Dt.k Raeket.
601 Doota. t'he Boy Fireman 1 ot', Too Sharp for tbe Sharper.
586 The. Secret ~ervlce Boy Detective.
598 J'l--y tile Klcl.1 or, A Lamb Amonr WolTet.
t l f Toa Brwce of Arka11nl'; or, The Wollin ihe FoW.

l'~em!t.

512
521
528
588
548
658
668
618
6!il2
694

LATEST AND NEW ISSUES.
650 Butterfly Billy, the Ponr Ridel' Det.ertive; or, Bl:tfab
Bll\'1 Boy Pard. By Col. Prent111 lngr11ha.m,
651 Round Hoy Frank. the Young ~mateur Detective, By
Wm, G. Pl\Uen.
662 Don Barr, t.he Plaint Freelance. By 011 Coome•.

3~! ff~~!:o':.d1Dic'k:h3!:,v 1:~ :~ :h:·sc~~~:i~~~:
1

Bv

Edward L. Wheeler

=~~ };~'t~~lt1~aii1i1t~:i0:n8-&~';.t~at3;Co~>p?~~~~:h~~~~rii.

667 rre:r.~.·~Sl~~Jllam.

the Mountain Mount~b11.nk. By
658 Sky-Rocket Rob. t.he Llfe·Saver: or, The St.orm·"ralf of
Ghmt.'1 Boot. Bv Jo Pi4'rce.

659

~~u~~\1~~~ ~'!,~~f:n' J~:a:'. Piifynj~t ~. ~~!3:i~~te Bu;

or,

660 Det>dwood Dick, .Jr'R., lnAu:rance Cla18e. By l!:dwar<I
L Wheeler.
661 Old Kit Bandy'!!' Deliverance; or, Banner Ben. fr ..
WlldfirE. of the Prairies. By 011 Coomet.
662 Hutt,, rfty Btlly'I!' Bonanza; or, The Spectre Soldier ot
the Overland. By Col. P. Inpabam.
662' Violet Vane'~ Victory; or, The la.par City Clean Out..
Bv Wm. G. Pat.t.en.
664 cheeky Charley, t.he Specta)j or, The Life Rl\cket at
Rattleanake Ridge. By P. S. Warne.
666 J'olly J'erem.lah, the Plain• DetediTe; or, WAt'blinf! Wi!ham'• Home Run. By Lieut. A. K. Shnt. Ready April 22.
666 Deadwood. Dick, J'r., Back In tlle Mlnt'lii tit. The
Mountaln A.muon'• Double Game. By Edward L. Wheeler.
Ready April 29.

A New l11•e ETer)' Taeoday.
TJae Dalt... Dime L1brar7 It for M.1e by all ftewedeatera, 1l'f8
9111\1 . . copy, or 1ent bJ mall on reeelpt of tix cemtl each.
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